
By Fred Noer
__________________________________

A
lthough the Great Recession

inflicted trauma on the U.S.

economy and society, the peri-

od did serve to educate and enlighten

people and transform companies. Paul

Lusic and Genco Industries, where he is

general manager and vice president, are

among them. 

Genco, located in Waukesha, Wis.,

approximately 20 miles west of Milwau-

kee, is a contract manufacturer of cus-

tom cable assemblies, wiring harnesses

and electromechanical assemblies for

OEMs, many of them ranked in the For-

tune 500. The company also does wire

processing. 

“I would say the recession helped our

company overall,” said Lusic, 36. “We

came out stronger than most companies

in our industry and in general. We do

more with less, and we’re more efficient.

Yes, we lost people along the way, but it

solidified us as a group as we’re all in

this together.”

The Genco staff consists of 26 people

– 18 in production and eight in manage-

ment. Before downsizing in 2009, total

staff members numbered 42.

While the recession was an imposing

challenge for Lusic, he had to deal with

another one, more significant in terms of

Genco’s long-term viability, when he

arrived at the firm just after Steve Dom-

brock, Lusic’s stepfather, bought it in

July 2006. They learned a large customer,

representing 20 percent of Genco’s total

sales, was leaving, a fact not known to

them before the sale.

By Joe Tito
Wiring Harness News

__________________________________

A
mong the exhibitors at the

recent WHMA show, an aquar-

ium was on proud display. But

there was nothing fishy going on at the

Magna Tech booth. They were simply

demonstrating the wire sealing ability of

their Enviroseal™ technology. The dis-

play featured two jacketed cable assem-

blies with a small amount of air pressure

applied to each. Air bubbles were visible

on one of the assemblies revealing the

leak path that existed between the jack-

et and the individual wires. The other

sample was treated with Magna-Tech’s

Enviroseal vacuum impregnation sealing

technology, and had no air bubbles pass-

ing through the sample.

Chris Russell, VP Sales and Marketing

for Magna-Tech, was on hand to explain

the Enviroseal process. It all starts with a

need. Russell noted that small voids and

leak paths are inherent in most harness

assemblies. These leak paths, he noted,

allow the introduction of moisture, salt

spray, oils, and other corrosive agents;

and can ultimately lead to part failure.

Russell touted Enviroseal as a robust and

economical solution to the problem.

Vacuum impregnation technology

has been around for about 60 years, and

was initially developed to seal voids in

porous metal castings, and powdered

metal components. The process was

adapted for electrical wiring compo-

nents in the early 90's, and is rather sim-

ple. Cable assemblies are placed in bas-

kets that go in a pressure chamber

where a vacuum is drawn. A special liq-

uid resin is introduced, and the chamber

is then re-pressurized. The vacuum

release forces the resin into the voids, or

leak paths. Russell compared it to

squeezing a sponge, submersing it in

water and then releasing it. In this sce-

nario, the natural capillary action would

fill the voids in the sponge with water.

That’s essentially what is done with the

assemblies, “and the void that was

starved of air is now filled with the

resin,” he explained.

At this point, the baskets of assem-

blies travel through several rinses to

remove any excess resin from outside

surfaces. The remaining resin filling the

voids is left to cure to a flexible, ther-

moset, irreversible form. There is no

change in the appearance or dimension-

al attributes of the component. The

resulting resin seal is robust and resist-

ant to contaminants like moisture, salt,

glycols, oils, chlorinated and fluorinated

solvents, and mild caustics.
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By Keith Nicholas
TE Application Tooling

Electrical Controls Manager
__________________________________

A
good crimp is one that

exhibits optimum mechanical

and electrical properties.  The

mechanical properties help ensure that

the crimped harness survives its post-

crimp handling and long-term stresses

such as vibration or jarring that occur

during its lifetime.  The electrical proper-

ties include the current carrying capaci-

ty and its termination impedance.  To

achieve these optimum properties,

everything in the crimping process must

be correct.   That’s a tall order when you

consider everything that can influence

the crimping process, but if you under-

stand it, then you’re doing better than

most.  If everything is understood and

correct in the crimping process, you can

be more confident that the final

crimped product will meet quality

expectations.   But, how do you know

you have a quality crimp?  It starts with

understanding your customer’s require-

ments, be they industry specifications or
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Vacuum Impregnation Sealing
A Hidden Opportunity for Wire Harness Manufacturers

The Methodology of
Crimp Validation

Keith Nicholas

Genco Industries

As part of Genco’s lean manufacturing efforts to eliminate waste, shared
tools and hand crimpers are organized and must be checked in and out for
each use.
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Dear Readers,

It sure seems like a long time since we’ve seen and/or felt the warmth

of the sun but Spring is finally here. What a relief!  The rain has left our

creek sparkling in the sun. Every morning I have my cup of coffee and look

at the peaceful scene and then in a flash Belle our labradoodle, is chasing

the Mallard ducks up and down the stream and the peace is no longer. Dogs

and water - what a combination!

The WHMA conference was a record breaker - increasing attendance by

20 percent. The association continues to grow, providing members with

cutting edge improvement strategies and offering members a chance to

network with suppliers and other wiring harness and cable assembly man-

ufacturers.

At the Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo, Keith Nicholas of TE

Connectivity presented a seminar on “The Methodology of Crimp Valida-

tion” which was published in the March/April issue of  WHN - but due to an

editorial error the presentation was not published in its entirety. Keith has

graciously allowed me to present it to our readers again - but this time you

have “the rest of the story!”

Look for coverage of the Electrical Wire Processing Technology Expo in

the July/August issue. 

Please update your records to email all  press releases, ads and/or ad

changes to my new email address: mjmagowan@yahoo.com.  When I

receive ads and/or ad changes I will send you a confirmation.

Thanks everyone and have a great summer,

Marilyn



By Paul Hogendoorn
__________________________________

“Innovation” is one of my favourite “I”

words, but it’s not my most favourite – it

doesn’t even make the top three. It is

one of what I consider as being in the

middle three “I” words.  It’s in a group

just behind the top three, and just ahead

of the bottom three.

So here are my favourite “I” words,

starting with the bottom three:

“Income”, “Incentive”, and “Industry”.

These are the desired outcomes from all

of our working, business development,

and entrepreneurial efforts - it always

comes down to one of these three

words. It’s the fruit of our labour or the

return on our investment. It’s what pays

the bills and causes us to go to work

each day, whether we enjoy our job or

not. Individually, it’s the generation of

income. Collectively, it’s the creation or

propagation of industry. 

“Innovation”, “Ideas” and “Improve-

ment” are the middle three. These are

the words that we credit for the success

of our income generating activities, and

our industries too. We have come to

learn that we can’t keep doing things

the same way we used to, or the same

way that other people do them, because

if we did, we would eventually fail. In

North America, we will never win the

price game, and good quality is already

considered a given. Having a good prod-

uct, with good quality and good service

is often not enough these days. It’s only

a matter of time before someone else

recognizes your formula for success, and

then they’ll aim to deliver a product or

service slightly better than you are deliv-

ering, or slightly cheaper, or with slight-

ly better service. The only way to stay

one step ahead is through new ideas, or

innovation, or through a continuous

improvement philosophy that encom-

passes more than just your production

processes.  Innovation and improvement

require a constant supply of fresh ideas,

and a commitment to investigate and sift

through all the new ideas that come into
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• Heat-Shrinkable Tubing
• Medical-Grade Tubing
• Heat-Shrinkable Molded Parts
• Adhesives
• Adaptors
• High Voltage Splice Kits
• Electrical Interconnects, MTC Connectors
• Wire Termination Devices, 

Solder & Crimp
• Application Equipment for heating, 

crimping, shrinking and dispensing
• Wire & Cable
• Wire & Cable Identification Solutions

Software, Printers, Labels and Ribbons 

• Competitive Pricing

• Experienced Technical Sales Staff

• Bar Coding

• Kitting

• Custom Cut Tubing & Sleeving, 
Hot Stamp & 
Thermal Transfer Printing

• Dock to Stock

• Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI)

• Kanban

(800) 457-7715
(310) 533-0783 Fax Since 1952

For Raychem Product 
Solutions Contact:

Large Raychem Product Inventory

A17283 ISO 9001-2000
AS9100:2004-01

www.inscoinc.com

My Favourite “I” Words

Paul Hogendoorn

_________________Continued on page 6
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the new idea hopper. Sometimes it astounds

me how many companies I encounter that

profess a commitment to “Innovation” and

“Improvement”, but in practice are at best

reluctant, or at worst adverse, to considering

any new ideas that might change their cur-

rent paradigms. In a world where manufac-

turing capacity exceeds demand (likely for

the first time in history!), sustainability is not

assured by continuous improvements or

incremental innovation alone, because

everyone else is doing those things too.

Every now and then, we need a market mak-

ing or game changing idea – and they come

from the top three “I’s”. 

“Inspiration”, “Insight” and “Imagination”;

these are my favourite “I” words. It’s where

ideas come from – they come from some

place magical. You can’t learn it, or teach it;

all you can do is foster a culture and attitude

that is receptive to it, embraces it, and has

the courage and discipline to apply enough

energy and resources to see what might hap-

pen with even just the wisps of those ideas.

Inspiration is often defined as a divine influ-

ence. Insight is thought of as self-awareness,

or having a clear perception. I think it’s

both; it’s a matter of looking inside of your-

self and being honest with what you see.

Imagination is the ability to form new

images that are not perceived through your

regular five senses (your sight, hearing etc).

New ideas come from the top three “I”

words. When you see something and it trig-

gers a “that’s it!” sensation inside of you,

that’s your insight alerting you and telling

you to take notice. When something comes

to mind that didn’t get to you through your

five senses, it was formed in your imagina-

tion, or it was inspired into you.

I gave a talk once on “my favourite ‘I’

words” and was asked why I chose to group

them as I had. The first response that came

to mind was a slogan I had read elsewhere.

It read “Conceive it; believe it; achieve it”.

The conceiving of new ideas comes from

the top three 3 “I’s”. When you believe it is

when you improve or innovate, and when

you achieve it is when your income happens

and your company prospers. 

It’s safe to say that in manufacturing

today, our primary focus is on the bottom

three “I’s” of income, incentive and industry.

When we are facing some pressure to

change, we adjust our sights just a little bit

and challenge our organizations to think

about things like new ideas, improvement,

and innovation. But to differentiate ourselves

from all the other companies (remember,

they also spend time on the middle three

“I’s”), we have to adjust our sights even high-

er, and start to tap into the power of the top

three “I’s” – my favourite “I” words.  

Paul Hogendoorn founded TPI Associates,

an organization dedicated to helping entre-

preneurs and business leaders pursue their

vision and build their companies. For more

on this topic, please visit www.tpi-3.com or

contact Paul directly at paul@tpi-3.com
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Quality Fluoropolymer
Extrusions for Medical,
Aircraft & Aerospace
Applications:

Heat Shrink Tubing, Dual Shrink (PTFE Outside,
FEP Inside), Tubing, Convoluted Tubing, 
Spiral-Wrap Tubing, Spaghetti Tubing,
Thin Wall Tubing, Lay-Flat Tubing,
Industrial & Heavy Construction Tubing
and Custom Constructions.

Fluoropolymer Resins Used 
ePTFE, PTFE, FEP, PFA, ETFE, PVDF, 
PAI, PE, PEEK, PET, Pebax and More.

• Competitive Pricing
• Experienced Technical Sales Force
• Bar Coding
• Custom Cutting
• Custom Kitting
• Dock to Stock
• Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
• JIT Delivery
• Kanban

(800) 457-7715
(310) 533-0783 Fax

Since 1952

For ZEUS Solutions to your most Challenging Projects contact:

“Largest Zeus Inventory
in The West”

Convoluted Tubing

Tubing

Heat-Shrink Tubing

Spiral-Wrap

A17283 ISO 9001-2000
AS9100:2004-01

www.inscoinc.com

For a FREE copy of Grayline’s 
Heat Shrink User’s Guide 

please email us at 
sales@graylineinc.com

My Favourite “I” Words
Continued from page 4 __________________
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Mando Can Do.

HAPPY ENDINGS

Eubanks Engineering Co.  
950 E. Royal Oaks Drive, Monrovia, CA 91016   

(626) 357-7011   Fax (626) 357-4718
www.eubanks.com

When Armando Zacarias goes out on a

Eubanks service call, unusual things happen.

“Once I helped round up a cow that got

loose in a customer’s plant.   

“Another time, while driving to a 

customer’s site, our rep’s car caught fire. 

We eventually arrived there that night and 

finished the job in time for the morning 

shift,” Mando reports.

Customers report something unusual too:

Mando’s “can-do” attitude. 

George Price, vice president of J&M 

Products, for example, writes how Mando 

takes time to answer questions, explain 

machine operation and even gave “tips on 

stripping some shielded cable that others 

said could not be done.” 

“Can’t be done” is not in Mando’s 

vocabulary—either English or Spanish. 

On his own initiative, he solves problems, 

leads training classes, helps boost plant 

efficiencies,

and makes

lasting friend-

ships while

doing it.

Mando

exemplifies

the Eubanks

business experience—highest-quality, U.S.A.-

built wire strippers and markers backed 

by dedicated people itching to solve your 

wire problems. 

Call us today. We’ll put this “can do” attitude

to work for you till the cows come home. 



Loren M. Smith, CEO 
Blue Valley Capital

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A
myth is an often-repeated story,

which becomes a widely held

belief that may have absolutely no

basis in fact.  There are many myths sur-

rounding the wire harness industry. Here are

5 wire harness myths I will attempt to dispel

in this article.

1. The industry drives gross margins to

levels (i.e. 18%) that make it difficult if not

impossible to achieve a respectable bottom

line.

2. Harness companies with strong cus-

tomer concentration (high percent of rev-

enue with very limited number of cus-

tomers) are very risky.

3. Wire harness manufacturing is a “me

too” business with no technological con-

tent. 

4. Small (under $10 Million revenue) har-

ness manufacturers are at a strong disadvan-

tage compared to much larger harness com-

panies, and thus should not be considered

viable sources for OEM’s.

5. Wire harnesses produced with US labor

simply can’t compete with much cheaper

foreign labor.

Why should anyone care about these

wire harness tales?

When these myths create a barrier to the

interest of your wire harness company, you

care. 

Facts abound to refute all 5 of these wide-

ly held mythical beliefs about our industry. 

1. The market drives gross margins
to levels (i.e. 18%) that make it difficult
if not impossible to achieve a
respectable bottom line. It’s true that

many of the markets wire harness compares

serve drive gross margins to the high teens

(gross margin is what you have left after pay-

ing for direct and indirect labor, factory

overhead, and material). When you are oper-

ating with an 18% gross margin, unless your

operating expenses (or administrative

expense) are very thin (5 to 8 percent), you

will indeed have a dismal bottom line.  The

degree to which harness companies can

make this model work is highly variable, and

in my experience follows the normal distri-

bution curve. There are many harness own-

ers who are able to operate with very

impressive bottom lines despite relatively
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Brady has been a source of ideas and
innovation in the identification 
business since 1914. 
Let Insulation Supply and Brady solve all
of your identification problems

• Portable Printers
• Thermal Transfer Printers, Labels, Ribbons
• Software, Services & Data Collection
• Pre-Printed Wire Markers, Labels & Tags
• Health and Safety Signs, Security &

Property Identification
• Visual Warning, Lockout/Tagout & 

Regulatory Markings
• Numbers and Letters Massive Brady

Inventory
• Competitive Pricing

• Experienced Technical 
Sales Staff

• Value-Added Services:
Bar Coding & Custom Labels
Unique Applications?
Just Ask Us

• Dock to Stock

(800) 457-7715
(310) 533-0783 Fax Since 1952

For Brady Solutions to your
Identification Problems

Contact:

A17283 ISO 9001-2000
AS9100:2004-01

www.inscoinc.com
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Wire Harness Myths

Loren M. Smith, CEO 
Blue Valley Capital



low gross margins, while some harness

companies just get by.  The difference

between those who make serious

money and ones who do not is not a

function of the harness business, and

relates strictly to the skill the owner and

his or her management team.  It’s this

difference that drives the bottom line,

not the wire harness business per se.

2. Harness companies with
strong customer concentration
(high percent of revenue with very
limited number of customers) are
very risky. Small or medium size wire

harness businesses often have very

strong customer concentration. i.e. a

high percent of revenue with a few cus-

tomers.  Here’s a fact that refutes this

myth: a wire harness company with 2

customers accounting for 80% of their

revenue sold for 6.5 times EBITDA. This

multiple is the very high end of the

spectrum for manufacturing companies

this size. (This company had revenue of

$23M).  Why did a sophisticated finan-

cial buyer pay an exceptional multiple

for this company with such high cus-

tomer concentration? The buyer took

the time to understand the value of this

company’s customer relationships; he

saw the exceptional level of mutual

dependence, i.e. the degree to which

these customers relied on this wire har-

ness supplier. He saw just how difficult

it would be for both of the company’s

big customers to change harness sourc-

ing, and he saw that these customers

were world class OEM’s with huge

growth potential.  Other buyers looked

at this company, saw the customer con-

centration and ran the other way.  In this

sense myths are like prejudices; when

someone holds an opinion based on

prejudice, it’s very difficult to change

their view.  

This example is not an isolated case; 

I have put together a number of harness

sales with similar high concentration

achieving a similar result.

3. Wire harness manufacturing is
a “me too” business with no techno-
logical content. Tell this to an OEM

whose end product sells for a million

dollars; his million dollar machine will

not work without a functioning wire

harness, and his million dollar machine

must function for x number of hours

without a failure.  When you understand

the number of ways a wire harness can

fail, you understand a wire harness

might not be a patentable semiconduc-

tor, but it’s not a low-tech product.

4. Small (under $10 Million rev-
enue) is a strong disadvantage
compared to much larger harness
companies, and thus should not be
considered viable sources for
OEM’s. Some large users of wire har-

nesses will not deal with suppliers

whose revenue is less that some arbi-

trary number, thus showing bias toward

large companies.  There are many small

wire harness companies whose cost

structure and technical competence
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THE WAY TO MAKE IT

Small production batches? No problem.
Broader variety of harnesses? Done.
Changeover times? Virtually none.
Workweek? No overtime.

The fully-automatic Zeta 655 Block 
Loader requires no application specific
parts to change from one setup to
another. The operator simply switches
between two carousel pallets. Software
automatically calculates the order of
loading for the assembly process.

Komax‘s patented measuring system 
monitors the entire block loading 
operation from the wire‘s entry into the
cavity to its correct interlocking in the
block. Force sensors control each and
every insertion.

Contact us for all the details.

ISO 9001
C E R T I F I E D

C E R T I F I E D www.komaxusa.com

Completely automated wire 
harness production.
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(ability to help their customers with

design) is equal to or better than many

larger harness suppliers, and, better yet,

they are much more nimble (able to

change on a dime).  Universal access to

leading edge software, cutting/terminat-

ing equipment, and JIT material vendors

has leveled the playing field, substantial-

ly enabling small harness companies to

effectively compete with any of the big

boys.

5. Wire harnesses produced with
US labor can’t compete with cheap
foreign labor. If this were true, there

would be no harness manufacturing in

the US. But the facts simply do not sup-

port this. In the Midwest alone, there are

at least 20 wire harness manufacturers

with combined revenue of several hun-

dred million dollars. These companies

serve customers who have all looked at

harness procurement from non-US labor

markets. If it made sense for them to

source outside the US, they would have

done so.

In many respects the wire harness

business is a poster child for US entre-

preneurial ingenuity.  With the excep-

tion of very large automotive and appli-

ance harness suppliers the industry is

comprised of very competent entrepre-

neurs who know how to serve their

niche markets.  When harness myths cre-

ate barriers for harness companies who

wish to sell their business, find financ-

ing, or penetrate a new customer, it’s

possible to overcome these myths, but it

requires a creative approach to describ-

ing your business model and the value

you provide your customers.

Loren Smith can be reached at

lms@blvcapital.com or by visiting

www.bluevalleycapital.com
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Although the basic process

behind Enviroseal has changed

little since the early 90’s, the

resins have achieved a much

greater level of sophistication. In

the early days, Russell noted “the

resin wasn’t as flexible as it is

today, so we had issues with the

assemblies being stiff.” In recent

years, however, much develop-

ment has gone into the design of

resins. The result, explained Rus-

sell, is a product that maintains a

high and consistent level of

strength and flexibility through-

out thermal cycling. Tempera-

ture capability of the treated

wire or assembly is from -40° to

177° C. 

Vacuum impregnation sealing

can really be done at any step of

the assembly manufacturing

process. Russell noted Magna

Tech's ability to seal a simple

length of wire, a length that is

cut and stripped, or a terminated

assembly; whether crimped or

soldered. “We can do the wire

from the simplest stage of being

cut only, to a complex, fully

assembled wire harness,”

explained Russell, “and we have

customers who send us product

in each of those stages.” He

added that for practical reasons,

a few customers have Magna

Tech purchase bulk wire to cut,

or strip, to specification. “That’s

mostly for our overseas cus-

tomers who don’t want to deal

with the logistics of moving the

wire around,” he said.

Of obvious concern was

whether wire sealed with this

process requires any special pro-

cessing. Russell stressed there is

no difference in the way sealed

wire is cut, stripped, or terminat-

ed. “It’s interesting because the

resin has some bond strength, so

it moves with the jacket when

you strip it back,” he instructed.

And because the resin that

remains between the strands is

flexible, he indicated no differ-

ence in the force required to

crimp the sealed wire. He noted

the only reason some customers

send them wire that has already

been stripped is not because

they are concerned about get-

ting the jacket off, “it’s because

that’s where they feel comfort-

able pulling them out of the

process and having them

impregnated.” And Russell

stressed that there is no power

or signal degradation using

sealed wire.

Competing Technologies.

Traditionally, designers have

sought the use of potting com-

pounds to block leak paths in

cable assemblies. Although this

can be a viable solution, Russell

revealed this method seals only

the entrance to the leak path;

whereas vacuum impregnation

seals the entire assembly.

“Instead of coating or putting a

patch over the leak path, were

actually eliminating the leak

path altogether.” And, he noted,

the Enviroseal batch method

translates to a more consistent

process versus potting.

Another popular industry

sealing technology is the use of

silicon blocked wire. Silicon

blocking is a type of wire manu-

facture where individual strands

are twisted together along with

a silicon blocking agent to pre-

vent fluid wicking. Russell noted

that the biggest benefit of silicon

blocked wire is that it can be

purchased by the reel and fed

directly into production, with-

out any interruption. He feels

that blocked wire can be effec-

tive in 18 AWG and up sizes, but

can be problematic in larger

sizes. “It takes a lot of silicon to

fill the void in a 12 AWG wire,

and that silicon can literally be

pushed out of the wire under

pressure,” he said. “My benefit

over silicon blocked wire,” he

continued, “is we’re using a

cured resin to fill those voids

from end to end; and testing

we’ve seen shows it’s a far more

durable process to have those

voids filled with resin versus sili-

con.” He further cautioned that

“General Motors doesn’t allow

silicon blocked wire in a trans-

mission because the silicon can
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Schleuniger, Inc. to Showcase
Coaxial Cable Stripping 
Solutions at International
Microwave Symposium

Schleuniger, Inc., a leading
international manufacturer of high-
precision wire processing
machines, will exhibit equipment
from its line of coaxial cable strip-
ping machines at the 2013 Interna-
tional Microwave Symposium. 

This annual international meet-
ing is the premier event for anyone
involved in all aspects of

microwave theory and practice.
The exhibition will be held June 4-
6, 2013 at the Washington State
Convention Center in Seattle, WA
and will feature over 550
exhibitors, representing state-of-
the-art equipment in all segments
of the microwave community.
Schleuniger will be at booth
#1837 providing hands-on
demonstrations of innovative solu-
tions for processing coaxial cable. 

Coaxial cable is used in a vari-
ety of products serving many dif-
ferent markets. It is used to carry
higher frequency signals from
point A to point B with minimal
signal loss and degradation. 

Schleuniger offers a complete
range of semi- and fully automatic
machines for stripping coaxial,
micro-coaxial, triaxial as well as
semi-rigid cables. The patented

rotary stripping and cutting con-
cept in each of these machines
ensures the precise and repeat-
able stripping quality Schleuniger
is known for.

As part of the exhibition, Schle-
uniger will demonstrate the
newly released CoaxStrip
5200, a semi-automatic,
multi-step stripping
machine for coaxial, multi-
conductor cable and single
conductor wire. Thanks to
the universally designed
blades, centralizers and
clamping jaws, the machine
can process a full range of
cables without the need for
mechanical adjustments,
saving the user valuable
time and increasing output
when switching between
applications.  

As the newest member
of Schleuniger’s line of
coaxial cable strippers, the
CoaxStrip 5200 also offers
user-friendly features such
as easy access to the LED lit
working area, color touch
screen and an intuitive,
menu-driven data input sys-
tem that allows cable pro-
grams to be created, saved
and recalled quickly, ensur-
ing consistent, repeatable
results each time.  

Additional machines in
Schleuniger’s line of coaxial
cable strippers include the
CoaxStrip 5300, CoaxStrip
5300 RX, CoaxStrip 5400
and CoaxStrip 5500. 

More information about
these products can be
found at www.schleuniger-
na.com. Should you have
any questions, please e-mail
sales@schleuniger.com or
call (603) 668-8117.

Schleuniger is one of the
globally leading companies
for wire processing solu-
tions and is specialized in
high precision stripping &
crimping technology. 

Manufactured in Switzer-
land and Germany, Schleu-
niger machines and equip-
ment are used in various
industries and markets all
over the world. 
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leach out of the wire and contaminate

the transmission fluid.” He also men-

tioned that the price of vacuum impreg-

nated wire and silicon blocked is “penny

for penny, about the same.”

Vacuum impregnation of wires and

assemblies comes at a relatively low

cost. “The beautiful thing about what we

do is it’s inexpensive,” said Russell. “For

the amount of risk we remove, I’ve never

had a customer say, ‘we would really like

to do this, but it’s just not cost effective.’”

It’s the nature of the large batch process

that makes the piece cost so low, he

instructed. He cited one example saying,

“In just one of our 20 systems, I could

run a 12 AWG wire, cut to a 20 inch

length, at 5000 per basket, at a rate of 2.5

baskets an hour off our line.” Some of

those 20 systems are set up for metal

castings, but since the technology is basi-

cally the same, those units could pro-

duce wire assemblies if needed. 

Opportunity for a 
Harness Manufacturer

As manufacturers strive to become

more involved in the design process,

Russell thinks there is great value in

awareness of Enviroseal, and vacuumed

impregnation in general.  “Some of the

bigger harness manufacturers are now

designing these harnesses,” he said.

“Companies like GM are approaching

the manufacturers saying ‘we have an

idea of what we want this to do; you

need to design the harness.‘” That’s

where he is confident that knowledge of

the Enviroseal process will add value to

industry members. Russell is making it a

point to educate the industry through

lunch-and-learns at OEMs while also

focusing attention on harness manufac-

turers. Through these efforts, he has

made this observation:

Magna Tech has developed a great

deal of confidence in their ability to seal

a wide variety of harnesses that are

required to withstand many types of

harsh environments. Russell pointed to

several connector and harness manufac-

turers currently using this technology

including Amphenol, Siemens, GM/Del-

phi, Polaris, John Deere, Harley-David-

son, Caterpillar, Polaris, and Navistar. “We

actually have a couple of applications

that go out to Toyota and Hyundai,” he

added. In some of these cases, Magna

Tech is not the direct supplier, but Rus-

sell noted “we are on the print.” 

For more information about Magna

Tech's Enviroseal process, you can con-

tact Chris Russell directly at 765-284-

5050 (ext. 130), or at crussell@magnate-

chmfg.com. Video and more detailed

information on the vacuum impregna-

tion process can be seen at www.envi-

rosealmt.com.
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FTZ introduces the ECO-MAX:
the first environmentally friendly,
100% copper battery terminal. The
post top design is manufactured
with the highest quality C11000 ETP
copper and is completely lead free
and RoHS compliant – making it
exempt from CA Proposition
65 requirements. 

FTZ INDUSTRIES 515 Palmetto Drive  Simpsonvi l le, SC 29681  864.963.5000  fax 864.963.5352  www.ftzind.com

BY FTZ INDUSTRIES

ECO-MAX FEATURES:
• Environmentally Friendly

– RoHS Compliant
• Lead Free-Exempt from CA

Proposition 65
• 100% Copper Construction

– C11000 ETP
• Maximum Conductivity

101% IACS at 68F
• Tin Plated for

Corrosion Resistance
• Provided with Nut

and Bolt Installed
• Exceeds SAE

Standard J-1811
• Color Coded, Die Coded

FTZ’s C11000 ETP (Electrolytic Tough Pitch)
Copper Battery Terminals Provide the Highest
Conductivity Rating Compared to Any Competing
Copper Design.  Conductivity Performance Ratings
for Typical Designs are Provided at right:

Tin Plated Steel
Nut and Bolt

Installed

Color Coded 
For Polarity
Identification

Color and Die 
Coded for 

Crimp Settings

Chamfered 
Barrel Facilitates 
Cable Insertion

Common Battery Terminal Alloys   

ECO-MAX C11000 (ETP)                        
C83300 (131 Contact Cu)                        
C85400 (Yel low Brass)                             

Electrical Conductivity

101% IACS at 68 F
32% IACS at 68 F
20% IACS at 68 F
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My belief is that the wire harness

manufacturers are a great resource for

growing this business. They’re the

ones now being required to develop

based on the design. If the folks

designing that product knew that the

vacuum impregnation technology

existed, I believe they would have

looked to it as an alternative to other

sealing technologies. Where we strug-

gle is when a customer says ‘Where

we’re you guys two years ago when

we designed this, because this would

be a much better fix than what we

have today.’



Thomas & Betts’ iPad Application
Provides Access to Electrical Industry
Information

Thomas & Betts' new iPad application,
T&B Mobile, provides full access to the
company’s wealth of product, application
and industry information and insight, as
well as distributor services, multimedia
presentations and electrical industry news
and information.

“The T&B Mobile application puts a
wealth of valuable T&B information at your
fingertips,” said Chris Castleberry, vice
president of marketing at Thomas & Betts.
“Information about the products we man-
ufacture, the solutions we provide and the
markets we serve is available quickly and
intuitively from an iPad. This application
provides access to what makes T&B

unique in the industry: Its focus on identi-
fying and solving the challenges that an
enterprise faces with the operation and
maintenance of its electrical system.” 

Once the application is downloaded,
information, such as brochures, presenta-
tion materials and videos, is organized by
markets, solutions and products, and
accessible via simple touch and swipe
navigation. Information about the Thomas
& Betts Signature Service program for dis-
tributors is also available through the
“Channels” button. 

There are also links to building informa-
tion modeling (BIM) objects, two- and
three-dimensional models in computer-
aided design (CAD) formats and the Floor
Box Selector, which identifies the appro-
priate Steel City® or Carlon® floor box
assembly for the specifications entered by
the user.

For more information about the T&B
Mobile application, send e-mail to
tnbmobilesupport@tnb.com. 

Thomas & Betts Corporation, a member
of the ABB Group, is a global leader in the
design, manufacture and marketing of
essential components used to manage the
connection, distribution, transmission and
reliability of electrical power in utility,

industrial, commercial, and residential
applications. With a portfolio of more than
200,000 products marketed under more
than 45 premium brand names, Thomas &
Betts products are found wherever elec-
tricity is used. Thomas & Betts’ headquar-

ters are in Memphis, Tenn.
For more information, please
visit www.tnb.com.

In the Black: WAGO 2060
Series

A new, black housing for
WAGO Corporation’s 2060
Series SMD Push-Button Ter-
minal Block helps ensure
correct LED device wiring.
Offered as a 1-pole unit (2-
and 3-pole upon request),
the black housing provides
on-board “+” and “-” color-
coding when paired with
light gray 2060 Series blocks.
Beyond clear inputs/out-
puts, the new block also
offers WAGO-exclusive
push-button terminations to
streamline LED device
assembly, e.g., downlights. 

The new housing also
supports higher-temp appli-
cations, such as high-output,
outdoor LED fixtures for
roadway and stadium light-
ing. The black 2060 Series
features the same ratings as
its UL/cUL Recognized sib-
lings — 600 V (1-pole), 250
V (2- and 3-pole) and 9 A
nominal current (all models). 

2060 Series’ push-button
terminations are a labor-sav-
ing alternative to hand-sol-
dering PCB leads. Push-but-
tons also permit wiring error
correction — no costly
scrap/rewiring. 2060 Series
accommodates the broad-
est range of solid/stranded
conductors (AWG 24–18)
within one unit — even
tinned, top-coated or pre-
bonded ones. 

LED applications include:
recessed luminaires, emer-
gency lighting and signage.
Just 4.5mm high, 2060 Series
also serves electronics
requiring low-profile SMT
components, such as alarms
and HVAC controls. 

For additional informa-
tion, visit www.wago.us.
Contact WAGO at 1-800-
DIN-RAIL or info.us@
wago.com
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Sonobond Introduces 
High-Performance Dual Head
SpliceRite™ Ultrasonic 
Wire Splicer

Janet Devine, President of
Sonobond Ultrasonics, announced
that development of their high-per-
formance Dual Head SpliceRite™
Ultrasonic Wire Splicer--the most
recent in their SpliceRite™ series—
resulted from Sonobond’s pioneer-
ing efforts in the area of dual head
ultrasonic welding technology.  This
ultrasonic equipment can reliably
weld stranded copper wire bundles
having cross-sections of 48 to 100
square millimeters.  It even accom-
modates lightly tinned or oxidized
wires up to 60 square millimeters
without pre-cleaning.  No
other ultrasonic metal
welder can accomplish
these splices in a single
pulse.  These advantages
make the Dual Head
SpliceRite ideal for fast,
dependable, cost-efficient
ultrasonic splicing of the
heavy-duty cables used in
wire harnesses for cars,
trucks, trains, industrial
machinery, and similar
applications.

Development of the Dual
Head SpliceRite resulted
from the company’s earlier
work on dual head ultrason-
ic welding technology for
the automotive industry.  

In the years between
2004 and 2008, Sonobond
Ultrasonics was involved in
a NIST ATP project with
Ford Motor Company and
others.  At that time, the
automotive industry was
looking for ways to weld
various aluminum alloys at
sheet thicknesses up to two
layers of 3 mm each.  How-
ever, the available ultrasonic
welder power delivery
capabilities were limited.
This necessitated a lengthy
weld time that resulted in
sticking between the weld-
ing tip and the aluminum.
Sonobond began working
on a solution.  The result
was the Dual Head Ultra-
sonic Spot Welder.  This
machine was able to bring
power to the weldment
from upper and lower tips
and weld the desired thick-
ness of metal in shorter
welding times, substantially
reducing tip sticking.  The
success of the Dual Head
Spot Welder then encour-
aged Sonobond to look for
a way to apply this technol-
ogy to ultrasonic wire splic-
ing, which led to the devel-
opment of the Dual Head
SpliceRite Ultrasonic Wire
Splicer.

The Dual Head SpliceRite
features two ultrasonic
transducers and couplers,
one above and one below

the wire bundle.  In addition, there is
a set of pneumatically driven jaws
that gather the wires tightly to a pre-
set width.  The upper tip then
descends to complete the com-
pressing of the bundle and ultrason-
ic power is applied.  When the cycle
has been completed, the jaws open
so the wires can be removed.  A
support for the wire array can also be
integrated into the tooling if neces-
sary. 

In commenting on this important
advancement in ultrasonic welding
technology,  President Devine says,
“Development of the Dual Head
SpliceRite has enabled us to add yet
another innovative machine to our
line of cost-effective, environmental-
ly-friendly metal welders that pro-
duce exceptional results.  Like all our
other ultrasonic metal welders, this
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Sonobond ultrasonic welders 
can handle even your toughest 
wire welding challenges.

We’ll prove it with free 
sample welds.
 
Our ultrasonic welders are quality engineered to take on the most  
difficult metal welding applications. Consider these heavy-weight  
advantages that only Sonobond can offer…

• The ability to confidently handle the  
widest spectrum of welds — including 
tin-coated wires and terminals, as well as 
aluminum, copper, nickel alloys, precious 
metals, and dissimilar metals.

• Fast, easy tooling changes that take only a 
minute or less and require no calibration.

• Tough, durable Taper Lock tips with the 
staying power to provide up to 100,000 
welds. You also save money because  
you replace just the tips—not the  
entire horn.

• The capacity to perform spot welds,  
wire-to-terminal welds, and wire-to-wire 
welds (with cross-sectional areas up to  
100 sq. mm)—all in a single pulse.

• Welding modes by time, energy,  
or distance.

The Sonobond Advantage
Tests show that ultrasonic welding is less 
expensive and more reliable than resistance 
welding.  And Sonobond technology helps  
you be RoHS-compliant, unlike  
conventional soldering.

Sonobond uses the unique, patented Wedge 
Reed bonding system that combines high 
vibratory force and low amplitude coupling  
to deliver precise results every time.  Our  
units are made in the USA and require only 
minimal operator training.  Sonobond also 
goes the distance by providing the very  
finest technical support and customer  
service—before, during, and after  
installation.

Put Us to the Test
We are so confident that our welders can 
deliver a quick one-two punch to your  
toughest application that we encourage you 
to put us to the test.

Just supply us with your metal components.
We’ll weld them in our Applications Lab,  
show you the results, and recommend the 
machine that’s best for your specific product. 
There’s no cost or obligation.

When it comes to reliable metal welding, you want the champion in 
your corner.  So contact us today.  Discover how Sonobond can put 
over 50 years of expertise to work for you.

 
800-323-1269• 610-696-4710 • Fax 610-692-0674
Web: www.SonobondUltrasonics.com 
Email: Sales@SonobondUltrasonics.com                    © 2013 Sonobond Ultrasonics, Inc.
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It requires only one pulse for
the Sonobond Dual Head
SpliceRite™ to weld stranded
copper wire with cross-section-
al areas of 48 to 100 sq. mm.
No other ultrasonic welder can
do this with a single hit. 



machine is made in the U.S.A. and, it
can be operated easily with only
minimal training.”  

Ultrasonic welding is an increas-
ingly popular method for assembling
wire harnesses.  This process creates
solid-state metallurgical bonds that
have high conductivity.  It does this
without producing arcs, sparks, or
fumes and without melting the met-
als.  This is especially significant in the
case of the Sonobond Dual Head
SpliceRite Wire Splicer with its two
ultrasonic heads, one on each side of
the welding area.  As a result of this
dual-head capacity, stranded copper
wire—with cross-sectional areas of

48 to 100 sq. mm—can be welded
with a single pulse.  No other ultra-
sonic machine can equal this capaci-
ty with just one hit.  Even tinned wires
up to 60 sq. mm can be accommo-

dated without pre-cleaning. 

All Sonobond spot welders,
including the Dual Head SpliceRite,
use the unique, patented Wedge-
Reed bonding system of high vibra-
tory force and low amplitude cou-
pling.  Shear mode vibration, parallel
to the welding surface, is utilized
while the line of force is directly over
the parts to be welded.  This creates
precise, dependable welds without
bending stress or stalling.  It is also
enables most oxidized and tinned
metals to be spliced with one pulse
and without pre-cleaning.  No other
ultrasonic metal welding system can
consistently weld oxidized or tinned
surfaces. 

The Dual Head SpliceRite features
heat-treated, tool steel taper lock
tips that can last for 100,000 welds or
more.  These are designed for quick
tooling changes and help ensure

fool-proof placement with
no need to recalibrate.  The
equipment has a 3500-watt
power supply with a micro-
processor that stores and
recalls up to 250 jobs.
Welds can be controlled by
height, by energy, or by
time.

In 1960, Sonobond—
then known as Aeropro-
jects—received the first
patent ever awarded for
ultrasonic metal welding.
Over the intervening 53
years, Sonobond has con-
tinued to enjoy a well-
earned reputation for its
pioneering work and quali-
ty-engineered products.
Sonobond currently manu-
factures a complete line of
ultrasonic welding and
bonding equipment for
firms in the automotive,
appliance, solar, electrical,
filtration, aerospace, med-
ical, body armor, and
apparel industries.

Sonobond recognizes
that manufacturers and
assemblers need to confirm
that ultrasonic welding is
appropriate for their specif-
ic application(s).  So it
offers a no-cost Ultrasonic
Welding Viability Test.  This
gives companies the
opportunity to submit their
materials to Sonobond to
have sample welds made.
Once a manufacturer
decides to introduce
Sonobond equipment into
its production process,
every effort is made to
ensure that this is accom-
plished in as seamless a
manner as possible.
Sonobond also backs its
equipment with superior
customer service and pro-
vides prompt, dependable
technical support before,
during, and after installation.

A short video showing
this equipment in operation
is available on the compa-
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MINIMINI FUSE HOLDER CAP

Use with Delphi/Packard components 
to build a 280 Series Sealed Metri-Pack 

MINI Fuse Holder 

Designed for harsh environments and
engine compartment conditions

Phone: (440) 871-0800 • Fax (440) 871-0799
E-mail: sales@whiteproducts.com

925 Bassett Road, Unit D, Westlake, OH 44145
www.whiteproducts.com

IMDS CERTIFIED

Continued from page 17__________
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Like all of Sonobond’s ultra-
sonic spot welders, the Dual
Head SpliceRite™ uses the
unique, patented Wedge-Reed
bonding system of high vibra-
tory force and low amplitude
coupling.  This permits splicing
of most oxidized and tinned
metal with one pulse and with-
out pre-cleaning.



ny’s website at www.SonobondUl-
trasonics.com.  This website has
details about Sonobond’s complete
line of ultrasonic metal welders, as
well as information on how to take
advantage of the free, no-obligation
Ultrasonic Welding Viability Test.

For questions or immediate serv-
ice, please contact Sonobond’s Vice
President, Melissa Alleman, at MAlle-
man@SonobondUltrasonics.com or
by calling 1-800-323-1269.

The Light Brigade® and iT Learn-
ing Solution Partner for Fiber
Optic Training in Asia

The Light Brigade and iT Learning
Solution (iTLS), a Singapore-based IT
training company, have signed an
agreement to prepare a global work-
force for the rapidly growing need of
experienced fiber optic technicians
and managers in the fiber optic
industry. The partnership
expands iT Learning Solu-
tion’s world-class IT training
portfolio to include fiber
optic training provided by
The Light Brigade and in
turn, broadens The Light
Brigade’s reach into the Asia
Pacific market.

“With bandwidth contin-
uing to expand, only fiber
optic technology can deliv-
er the services vital to meet
the communications needs
of society. A new breed of
skilled professionals is
required to design, plan,
install and maintain these
systems so that businesses
can grow,” explained Dario
De Paolis, vice president
and general manager of The
Light Brigade. “This partner-
ship brings the experience,
reach and confidence IT
managers require so they
can deliver leading-edge
courses that prepare their
staff for real-world situa-
tions involving fiber optic
networks.”

Norbert Jacobsen, vice
president of APAC
South/iTLS reaffirmed, “With
The Light Brigade’s experi-
ence and proven track
record, we are confident
they can provide the appro-
priate training and maintain
competitive standards
ensuring that we have high-
ly-skilled trained profes-
sionals knowledgeable with
the most up-to-date funda-
mentals of fiber optic tech-
nology.”

iTLS aspires to be one of
the most sought-after edu-
cation companies in Asia.
Operating under the Fast
Lane group of companies of
Germany, iTLS commits to
maintaining the same level
of absolute educational
competency, great cus-
tomer service and guaran-
teed customer satisfaction.
iTLS has been delivering
basic to high-end IT training

in south Asia Pacific covering coun-
tries such as Singapore, Australia,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, New
Zealand, Vietnam, Philippines and Sri
Lanka.

The Light Brigade operates prima-
rily in North America and with this
partnership, plans to establish a
strong presence in Asia. As a catalyst
in this rapidly-evolving field of fiber
optics, The Light Brigade will contin-
ue to help the communications
industry advance in North America
and abroad.

About The Light Brigade

Founded in 1987, The Light
Brigade has instructed over 45,000
attendees worldwide in its public
and custom classes on fiber optic
design, maintenance, and testing,
including advanced topics such as 

FTTx, DWDM, and PMD/CD. In addi-
tion to creating custom courses tai-
lored to any need or skill level, the
company produces educational
DVDs and CDs that provide focus on
specific fiber related topics. To learn
more, visit their website at
www.lightbrigade.com.

About iT Learning Solution

iT Learning Solution (iTLS), a Fast
Lane company, was founded in the
year 2004 is a cloud and data center
certification specialist in Asia Pacific.
Prior to this partnership, iTLS has
been delivering IT trainings for almost
a decade primarily Cisco, NetApp
and Citrix and including trainings in
participation with a partner for Red-
Hat, Microsoft, VMware, HP, Juniper
and Fast Lane courses.  To learn more,
visit their website at http://sg.itls.
asia/company.
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185 Martin Lane Fax: (847) 290-8689
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 Phone: (847) 290-8686

CHIEF SUPPLY INC.

EM
PTY REELS WANTED

We buy 
empty reels…

Plastic • Wood • Cardboard
Almost any size or shape

CHIEF SUPPLY INC.
(847) 290-8686



VIDEOJET® Introduces Next 
Generation 1550 and 1650 
Ink Jet Printers 

Videojet Technologies Inc., a manufac-
turer of coding, printing and laser marking
products, fluids and accessories for the
product identification industry, intro-
duced two next generation printers to its
reliable 1000 Line – the 1550 and 1650 ink
jet printers. Designed with new features to
promote productivity and profitability, the
1550 and 1650 ink jet printers provide
metrics to measure availability as well as
the tools to measure and improve uptime
and Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE).  

Simple to operate, the 1550 and 1650
also include Code Assurance features to
help reduce coding errors and ensure the
right code is printed on the right prod-
ucts. 

With an innovative design to provide
customers with high Availability for pro-
duction lines and the right metrics to track
it, the Videojet 1550 and 1650 printers
reduce unplanned downtime through fea-
tures like the patented CleanFlow™ print-
head and Dynamic Calibration™ ink flow
system. Designed to resist ink build-up
that can lead to a shutdown, both the
1550 and 1650 possess an auto-cleaning
function, meaning there are less frequent
printhead cleanings and positive flow of
filtered air for more reliable, clear and
consistent codes, even at the end of long
production runs. The unique printhead
design and long-lasting core minimizes

planned downtime due to long intervals –
up to 14,000 hours – between planned
routine maintenance cycles.

The 1550 and 1650 ink jet printers also
help customers measure Uptime by pro-
viding OEE Availability metrics.  The Avail-
ability measure is also configurable to
more closely reflect how customers oper-
ate production lines and measure Avail-
ability across their plant. 

“Every company strives for 100 percent
production line uptime. A recent survey
by Videojet of customers representing
over 400 1000 Line printers on active pro-
duction lines showed an average 99.9
percent Availability in the previous
month.1 Videojet’s 1550 and 1650 ink jet
printers allow customers to shrink down-
time and expand Availability,” said Dennis
Howe, vice president of business man-
agement for Videojet.

Beyond providing an Availability met-
ric, users need to be able to identify and
eliminate the major root causes of
unplanned downtime to improve it.  

The Videojet 1550 and 1650 printers
present downtime information in a logical
way to support efficient and effective
problem solving.  The printer enables
drilling into Availability data to help dis-
cover technical and operator causes of
downtime. Understanding root cause is
critical to implement and achieve sustain-
able process improvements.

Coding errors are common – codes
that are one digit off, dates that don’t
exist, codes on wrong products, typing
errors. These mistakes can mean waste,
rework, regulatory fines and potential
damage to a manufacturer’s brand. 

Operator error is the most prevalent
cause of coding mistakes. The Videojet

1550 and 1650 possess
Code Assurance features to
foolproof and help prevent
mistakes, keeping customer
production lines productive
and ensuring brand integrity.

The Videojet 1550 and
1650 are designed for limit-
ed and simple interaction so
users can focus on produc-
tion. Operators can access
all common operations in
five touches or less on a
large, bright touchscreen
interface. 

The 1550 and 1650 help
provide improved control
of job parameters and effi-
cient, productive line man-
agement. In addition, the
Videojet Smart Cartridge™
fluid system eliminates
waste, mess and mistakes,
and when it’s time for
planned maintenance, the
1550 and 1650 modular
core system is easily
replaceable – getting cus-
tomers right back to pro-
duction quickly and effi-
ciently.

“We’re dedicated to
continuously work toward
reducing the frequency and
length of both planned and
unplanned downtime so
our printers are performing
at maximum ability and
readiness,” said Howe. “By
designing our equipment to
be more available, simplify-
ing and minimizing equip-
ment interaction and making
information more action-
able, we have created a
coding and marking solution
that delivers the maximum
level of uptime available on
the market today.”

For more information
about the Videojet 1550/
1650 printers and Videojet
1000 Line, call 800-843-
3610 or visit www.video jet.
com.
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A Superior Wire Harness 
Begins With the Selection of Quality Tooling

Wire Strippers

New 
Battery Powered Crimpers

Hydraulic Crimpers

With 60 years of industry experience, Daniels Manufacturing Corporation is the 
leading manufacturer of Mil-Qualifi ed Crimp Termination Tools and Insertion/
Removal Tools. DMC also supplies BETA Backshell Torque Tools and ALPHATRON 
Wire Crimp Pull Testers. DMC products are used on virtually every defense system, 
aircraft program, land or sea transport system, and space exploration program.

Wire Crimp Pull Testers

Mil Qualifi ed Crimpers

Visit our web-site or call for prices and more information.

www.dmctools.com
E-mail: dmc@dmctools.com • Telephone: 407.855.6161

Backshell 
Assembly 

Tools

An ISO9001:2008, 
AS9100:2009 REV C 
Registered Company

Made in USA!

Pneumatic Crimpers

526 Thorpe Road • Orlando, Florida 32824 USA • Tel: 407. 855.6161 • Fax: 407.855.6884

New 
Digital Torque Wrench



PV Cable from Amphenol Used in
Grounded and Ungrounded Systems

Amphenol Industrial Global Opera-
tions, a global leader in interconnect sys-
tems, now offers a single jacket photo-
voltaic (PV) cable used for interconnec-
tion wiring in grounded and ungrounded
PV systems.  Amphenol’s PowerLink solar
cable is ideal for use on utility solar farms
and in commercial and residential solar
projects.

Designed with a smaller outer diameter
than a standard dual jacket, the single jack-
et PV cable is more malleable and makes
crimping connectors easier.  It is also avail-
able for fast delivery.

The new cable, which is offered from 6
AWG to 18 AWG, is sunlight resistant and
suitable for direct burial.  It has a temper-
ature rating of 90°C wet or dry and a cold
bend of -40°C.  Its voltage rating ranges
from 600 V to 2000 V.  This new RoHS
compliant, UL4703-rated cable has a flam-
mability rating of VW-1.

Unlike a dual jacket cable that is only
available in black to meet 720UV require-
ments, the PowerLink solar cable is 
manufactured in a variety of colors
including black, white, red, blue, green,

yellow and orange.

For more information, please visit
http://www.amphenol-industrial.com or
e-mail energy@amphenol-aio.com.

Alpha Wire Grows EcoGen™ Product
Line with EcoCable™ and EcoFlex™

Alpha Wire has unveiled the latest
additions to its growing environmentally
friendly product offering: EcoCable and
EcoFlex. Utilizing the innovative 100%
recyclable MPPE insulation found in
EcoWire, EcoCable and EcoFlex are
designed to be up to 65% lighter and
47% smaller, with up to 91% lower out-
gassing than traditional PVC cable. The
two control cables are nonhalogenic and
contain no heavy metal pigments, allow-
ing them to meet RoHS and Waste Electri-
cal and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
requirements.

“Since the launch of EcoWire three
years ago, our customers have asked us for
a multiconductor version that retains all
the size benefits of EcoWire. In EcoCable
and EcoFlex, we are able to offer two
styles that are really the first of its kind in
the cable industry,” states Kristen Berard,
Product Manager at Alpha Wire. “The com-
bination of space savings, weight savings,
and recyclability is unheard of in control
cables.”

EcoCable offers space savings of up to
47% compared to traditional PVC control
cable. For example, a 22 AWG PVC insulat-
ed cable has a diameter of 0.502 inches
(12.75mm). The equivalent EcoCable has
a diameter of 0.219 inches (5.56mm). Its
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“WORLD’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF TERMINALS AND FUSES”

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
SALES CORP.

1333 S.W. 30th Avenue
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33442
��� Established 1947 ���

Tel: 954-428-1788 • Fax: 954-429-1511 
Toll Free: 1-800-342-1422

E-mail: sales@electricalproducts.com • www.electricalproducts.com

LUGS • TERMINALS • SPLICES • FERRULES • DISCONNECTS
END CAPS • JUMPERS • CABLE TIES • SOLDER SLEEVES

HEAT SHRINKABLE TUBING • FUSES • FUSEHOLDERS
FUSE CLIPS • MIL SPECS OUR SPECIALTY

MS25036 • MS20659 • MS17143 • MS3367 • MS3368 • MS3339 - MS3341
MS21980 • MS21981 • MS35431 • MS77066 - MS77074 • MS25274

MS25435 - MS25439 • M83519 • M23053 • MS21266 • M23190
NAS1744-NAS1746 • MS25083 • MIL-C-83413/8 AND MANY OTHERS

Interconnect Products, Inc.

ELECTRICAL GROUP

Your Best Source Since 1947

Call Today 1-800-342-1422        Fast Delivery!
Please visit our new on-line store at electricalproductsstore.com

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS SALES CORP. has one of the largest 
inventories of terminals and fuses in the United States. When you 

receive requests for these items, use our vast inventory to draw from.

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

Access our Line Card and Inventory on the World Wide Web:
http://www.electricalproducts.com

Bussmann

®

PV Cable from Amphenol ________________Continued on page 26



The Wiring Harness Manufac-

turers Association (WHMA)

held its annual Wire Harness

Conference at the Las Vegas Renaissance

Hotel on February 20-22. This was the

20th annual event for WHMA, and the

attendance record was shattered by 20

percent.

Twenty five key industry suppliers

were on hand, exhibiting in an intimate

setting designed to help key managers

develop cost-cutting and productivity

improvement strategies. 

Typical of previous WHMA Confer-

ences, the seminar schedule included

carefully selected speakers who also

dealt with cutting-edge improvement

strategies. Greg Lane, consultant with

Low Volume Lean, got the ball rolling

with his presentation on the virtues of

extending lean initiatives beyond the

shop floor. Since transactional processes

are more critical in the harness industry,

it is especially incumbent upon leaders

to eliminate bottlenecks and waste in

administrative functions. He suggested

using an hourly diary to understand how

time is being spent; asking the question

'is this activity focused on customer

value?’. He urged attendees to use the

diary method, and other lean principles,

to reduce non value-added activities at

the CEO level, and throughout the

administration functions.

Next, Dr. Nick Smith of

Mentor Graphics promot-

ed quick quote turn

around as a strategy for

winning harness business.

He noted that the size of

the industry, coupled with

the relatively low barriers

to entry, make it an

intensely competitive envi-

ronment. Slow quoting

looses business, and many

companies use spread-

sheets and tailor made

software that neglect the

ever changing environ-

ment. He promoted the

use of Mentors' software

that captures not only the

harness design and bill of

materials, but also

accounts for the manufac-

turer's capabilities and cor-

porate standards. The sys-

tem also builds a process

tree while quickly and

effectively calculating

costs.

Ken Fleck of Fleck

Research discussed the

current state of the indus-

try, and the growing re-

shoring trend of cable

assemblies back to North

America. He calculated the

2012 worldwide cable

assembly market at $20.77

billion (down 3.4 percent)

with $3.86 billion for

North America and $10.12

billion for China. He noted

that over the past five

years, $392 million in har-

ness business has returned

to North America; and proj-

ects another $931 million

re-shoring to occur over

the next five years. Fleck

notes many factors causing

this movement including

the high weight of larger

gauge sizes, high shipping

costs, shipping delays, and

language barriers. He made

a special notation of North

American OEMs, especially

in the medical arena,

requiring that assembly

manufacturers in Asia re-

shore at least some of their

manufacturing.

Greg Lane returned to

the podium to stress the
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idea that implementation of lean strate-

gy requires a cultural transformation. His

research showed two-thirds of lean ini-

tiatives fail to sustain results. He cited

several reasons for this including too

much reliance on lean tools, and not

enough concentration on creating lean

culture throughout the organization. In

his view, it is incumbent on leadership

to create awareness of their own traits

and behaviors in order to minimize the

'other guy' syndrome within the organi-

zation.

Finally, David Donlan of HubSpot was

on hand to discuss online marketing

ROI, and offer tangible tips for online

endeavors. He made some interesting

distinctions between pay-per-action

advertising and blog content develop-

ment. Google advertising, for example,

disappears the moment the campaign is

over. The leads and search results that

come from blogging continue to reap

results long after the initial posting. Busi-

nesses who blog, he noted, are much

more likely to develop traffic to their

site, and “the niche-i-er a business is, the

easier it is to get someone on your site.”

Donlan strongly suggested using num-

bers in blog titles, such as, 5 tips for

increasing... HubSpot markets compre-

hensive software for managing all

aspects of online endeavors, including

social and email marketing, contact/

database management, and online ana-

lytics.

In addition to the seminars, Mark

Wood, Chairman of WHMA, and David

Gillies, Team Leader on the A-620 proj-

ect; discussed the new Revision B of the

IPC/WHMA-A-620 Requirements and

Acceptance for Cable and Wire Harness

Assemblies.

The annual WHMA event continues

to grow in the depth and breadth of

information it provides to the wire har-

ness industry. If you’re not already a

member of WHMA, please jump on their

site (www.whma.org) to see how mem-

bership and attendance at the yearly

event can increase your company’s per-

formance.
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counterpart EcoFlex offers space savings
of up to 32% versus PVC and is rated for
up to 1 million flex cycles.

The initial EcoCable offering is a UL
AWM 21510 and CSA Rated cable avail-
able in sizes ranging from 24 AWG
(0.28mm²) to 14 AWG (2.08 mm²) avail-
able in 100ft and 1000ft lengths. EcoCable
is suitable for use in NFPA79 applications
and is RoHS and REACH Compliant. Its
temperature range of -50°C to +105°
exceeds that of standard PVC cable.

EcoFlex is a UL AWM 21819 and CSA
Rated flexible control cable available in
sizes ranging from 28 AWG (0.09mm²) to
10 AWG (5.32mm²). It’s offered in 100ft
and 1000ft lengths, with bulk available for
larger quantities. With up to an 8x flexing
bend radius and rated for more than 1 mil-
lion flex cycles, EcoFlex is suitable for use
in NFPA 79 applications and is RoHS and
REACH Compliant. Its temperature range
is -40°C to +105°C static, and -5°C to
+105°C while flexing.

EcoGen Products are the next genera-
tion of eco-friendly high-performance
wire and cable designed to provide bet-
ter performance, in a smaller package. All
EcoGen products contain no halogens,
phthalates or heavy metals, and are 100%

recyclable. Their innovative mPPE insula-
tion and jacket materials allow them to
meet RoHS and WEEE Requirements for
the elimination of hazardous substances
and recyclability.

For over 80 years, Alpha Wire has
designed and manufactured industry-
leading wire, cable, and tubing products
for factory automation, packaging, auto-
motive, alternative energy, and other tech-
nically advanced applications. For further
information visit www.alphawire.com.

Lockheed Martin Opens Its Doors 
to Young Minds At Work

Lockheed Martin [NYSE: LMT] Space
Systems Company campuses across the
nation today opened their doors to more
than 3,200 children aged six to 18 to intro-
duce them to the wonders of science,
physics and mathematics in the space
industry through Young Minds at Work day.
The annual event inspires children to con-
sider pursuing science, technology, engi-
neering and mathematics (STEM) degrees
by demonstrating applications in our
everyday life.

“STEM education is critical to our
nation’s future and the global economy,”
said Richard Ambrose, executive vice
president for Lockheed Martin’s Space
Systems Company. “Students exploring
science, technology, engineering and
math will be the next generation of inno-
vators and leaders. Young Minds at Work is
just one way that Lockheed Martin invests
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2 NEB 48-Carrier #2 Harness Braiders, 24” Capstan Wheels, Motors
1 NEB 16-Carrier #2 Harness Braider, 2BX Yarn Carriers, Motor, NO Capstan
1 SCHLEUNIGER Model CC12 Crimp Center, Dual Crimp Station, new 2000
2 SCHLEUNIGER CP1250 Coiler
1 SCHLEUNIGER CS9100 Cut/Strip Machine with a PF2000 Prefeed
1 SCHLEUNIGER CS9100 Cut/Strip Machine w/CA9170 Rotary Stripper, 1995
1 SCHLEUNIGER CS9100 Cut/Strip Machine with PC and Stand, 1998
1 SCHLEUNIGER Model CS9050 Cut & Strip Machine
1 SCHLEUNIGER Model EC320O EcoCut, #34-2007
2 SCHLEUNIGER Model US2015, US2100 Bench Top Strippers 
5 SCHLEUNIGER PF1000 (1), PF2000 (5) PreFeeders 
1 SCHLEUNIGER PS9500 Cut/Strip Machine with a PF2200 Prefeed, 2002
2 SCHLEUNIGER PS9500 Power Strips, new 1999, 2001 
1 SCHLEUNIGER WS1000 Wire Stacker, excellent condition, approx. 2005/06
1 KOMAX Model KAPPA 320 Cut & Strip Machine, 2009/10, absolutely Like New
1 KOMAX/WEIDENBACH Model IMS 291 InkJet Printer, 2006 
1 KOMAX Kappa 240 Cut & Strip Machine
2 KOMAX “Delta 50” Strippers, V-Cut Blades
1 KOMAX Kappa 240 Cut & Strip Machine w/RAMATECH Model ABW-800-300 
1 KOMAX Alpha 422 Cut, Strip, Crimp, Print, 1998
3 KOMAX Model 29, 31, 34 Bench Top Strippers
1 EUBANKS Model 8000-01 Cut & Strip Machine w/Prefeed, Model 6880-05
1 EUBANKS 4000-04 Tandem Cut and Strip Machine, extra Blade Sets  
1 EUBANKS Wire Processor, Model 9800-01
1 EUBANKS Wire Processor, Model 4900-01
1 EUBANKS Model 4600 Flat Cable Cutter
2 EUBANKS Model 2600, 2610 Wire Cutters
5 EUBANKS PreFeeds, Models 6215, 6280-04, 6415, 7990-04, 7990-05
1 ARTOS MTX5 Multi Task Wire Processing Machines w/TU10 Presses, excellent
3 ARTOS Wire Markers, Model WM-6 (no type)
3 ARTOS CS9-AT-90, CS9-LAT, CS9-AT Cut & Strip Machines
3 ARTOS CS26, CS29, CS30 Cut & Strip Machines
1 ARTOS CS326 Cut/Strip Machine (2010) with a PF-6 Prefeed (2011)
1 ARTOS Model 45-940A Bench Stripper, new 2011 
1 ARTOS Model AM.STRIP.50 Pneumatic Cable Stripper, 2008
1 AMP Model CLS-IV+ Lead Maker, two ‘G’ Presses  
2 AMP Model R-Cam 4, R-Cam 3A Automatic Ribbon Cable Assembly Machines 

20 AMP Manual Arbor Frames, #91085-2
1 AMP/KOMAX Model ARA Cut Strip/Terminate/Bundle
8 AMP ‘K’ Presses                          
7 AMP CLSII Leadmakers
1 AMP CLS III G Automatic Cut, Strip, Crimp Machine; 2 ‘G’ Presses
1 AMP Mini Applicator No. 567211-1, Terminal No. 770003, 10-12ga
2 AMP 626 Tool, with and without foot pedal

PLUS: IDEAL Model STP Stripper, Part #45-930, Serial #4593001204; RENNSTEIG Model CM-25-1
Pneumatic Crimper, 2006; CARPENTER Model 70B Strippers (3); ERASER Model WT-20 Wire Twister;
SCHAEFER Model EPS2001 Crimpers w/stripper units (2); ONDAL Taper, Model 243241, 1993; SHIN-
MAYWA Model TR101 Automatic Terminating Machine, Prefeed, 1996; MEGOMAT Model ASM3001-U
Cut, Strip, Crimp Machine w/Crimp Force Monitor, 1996; VIDEOJET IPro XHS Inkjet Printers, Model
390600-03 (3); METRONIC Alpha Jet C Inkjet Printer, 2006/07; MULTITECH 55T Injection Molding
Machines, used 1 year; ARBURG 35T Injection Molding Machine,new; STORMTRONICS Model MT-II
Mini Twister.

��� FOR SALE ���

Contact: Martin Kenner

COMMISSION BROKERS, INC.
P.O. Box 8456 • Cranston, RI 02920-0456
Tel: (401) 943-3777 • Fax: (401) 943-3670

Website: www.commissionbrokers.com • E-mail: marty137@aol.com

NEWS PLUGSNEWS PLUGS continued

Continued from page 23 ______________

________________Continued on page 28

ELECTRONIC CONNECTOR CO.
6332 S. Central Ave. • Chicago, IL 60638

773-767-2200
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in our children by tapping their natural
curiosities and problem-solving skills.”

Lockheed Martin employees and con-
tractors sponsored their children at com-
pany facilities across the nation. Highlights
of the activities include:  

Mentoring by NASA astronaut Rex Wal-
heim about careers in STEM; practicing
docking a spacecraft with the Internation-
al Space Station; testing space knowledge
in the Cosmic Challenge Trivia Game; and
launching test rockets – Denver, Colo.

Flying an airplane in a simulator; playing
with Frisbee-tossing robots; learning
about orbital mechanics; and creating
rockets – Sunnyvale, Calif.

Hunting for a geocache treasure to
understand global positioning systems
and working with engineers on an antenna
design activity – Newtown, Penn.

Lockheed Martin Space Systems Com-
pany, a major operating unit of Lockheed
Martin Corporation, designs and devel-
ops, tests, manufactures and operates a
full spectrum of advanced-technology
systems for national security and military,
civil government and commercial cus-
tomers. Chief products include human
space flight systems; a full range of remote
sensing, navigation, meteorological and
communications satellites and instru-
ments; space observatories and interplan-
etary spacecraft; laser radar; ballistic mis-

siles; missile defense systems; and nan-
otechnology research and development.

BURNDY Announces Release of 
Battery Post Terminals & Lugs
through 4/0

BURNDY, a leading manufacturer and
provider of connector solutions to the
industrial, energy, construction, telecom-
munication, petrochemical, data center,
and transportation industries, announces
the introduction of the battery post termi-
nals and lugs for standard battery stud
connections.

The battery terminals and lugs are com-
patible with battery studs that adhere to
SAE, JIS and DIN standards. These are
offered in three styles: Straight post termi-
nals, Flag (T-type) post and Grounding/
Starter Lugs. They accommodate a wide
range of conductor combinations (AWG &
Flex). Connectors are made of copper
with tin plating.

Headquartered in Manchester, New
Hampshire BURNDY has over 85 years of
dedicated customer support in both serv-
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RIGHT PARTS.
IN STOCK.
ON TIME.

www.waytekwire.com
800-328-2724

Waytek, Inc. has:
Over 10,000 products in stock

Same day shipping of any in stock 
order received by 4:30 P. M. central time

Knowledgeable customer service 
representatives to answer your calls 
and questions, quickly
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© 2013 PHOENIX CONTACT

Converting to semi-automatic tools 
from Phoenix Contact will increase 
your productivity to new levels! Our 
comprehensive range of bench-mounted 
cut, strip and crimp automatic machines 
will raise your overall wire processing 
capabilities.

CF3000, Zap 25, Zap 40 and  
Zap 100 feature:

 

 

 
 
To learn more, call 1-800-322-3225  
or visit  

Operate at a 



customer specifications.  Then you

must be able to implement the var-

ious tests and measurements neces-

sary to satisfy those specifications.

As a cable and harness manufactur-

er, you are responsible for the over-

all crimp quality.

The crimping process involves

more than you may realize, so let’s

review the factors that can influ-

ence the crimp.  

The Wire: use the strip length set

forth in the terminal manufactur-

er’s specification, watch for nicked

or cut strands, perform a clean,

straight insulation cut, and practice

proper handling of stripped wires

if crimping is done by hand or a

bench terminator.   

The Terminal: use lubrication

when recommended by the manu-

facturer, take care in handling and

storage of the terminal reels so as

not to damage the cardboard sides

or cause the terminal strips to

become entangled, and be very

careful when handling the product

strip as it is being threaded through

a machine and into the applicator.

The Applicator: always use OEM

tooling, inspect the surface condi-

tion of the crimper for any wear,

make proper terminal feed adjust-

ments to position the terminal over

the anvil and confirm proper feed

track adjustment for front-to-back

terminal positioning on side feed

applicators. Also, make sure you

select the proper cam for bench or

automatic processing.  

The Termination Machines

(such as bench terminators and

lead makers): check correct

machine setup for the product that

you are producing and, most impor-

tantly, have preventative mainte-

nance processes.  Preventative

maintenance applies to your appli-

cators and hand tools too.  

The Operator: train your opera-

tor in proper hand tool use,

machine setup and operation, wire

handling and positioning for crimp-

ing, and basic crimp theory.   There

are many factors at play and, if you

slack off in any of these areas, your

crimping process may suffer quali-

ty problems and other issues.

Once all aspects of your crimp-

ing process are under-

stood and in control, then

you need to be able to val-

idate the crimps.  There are

quite a number of specifi-

cations that you can use or

may be asked to use by

your customer for valida-

tion.  These include manu-

facturers’ specifications,

such as those provided by

TE Connectivity, which

can include terminal appli-

cation specifications, appli-

cator instruction sheets,

and machinery customer

manuals.  Broader industry

standards may be request-

ed such as IPC/WHMA A-

620, UL 486A-486B, and

SAE AS7928, and USCAR-

21. Finally, there are your

customer’s own specifica-

tions that likely have many

similarities to the terminal

manufacturer and industry

specifications.  Some of

the common validation cri-

teria that we will review

include visual inspection,

crimp height measure-

ment, tensile strength or

pull out force, and terminal

cross sectioning.  In addi-

tion, applicable specifica-

tions may include electri-

cal testing such as current

cycling test, voltage drop

test, and dry circuit termi-

nations.  Along with the

electrical testing, the

crimps may also be

exposed to environmental

elements such as sudden

temperature change,

known as thermal shock,

and humidity change.   The

terminal manufacturer typ-

ically performs these elec-

trical and environmental

tests during product devel-

opment to confirm the

crimp meets its intended

performance.  It is rare for

a harness manufacturer to

be required to conduct

such testing.

Visual inspection is one
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Unbelievably easy. 
Making you  
brilliantly fast.
The way label making  
should be.

Sounds too good to be true? 
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The Methodology of Crimp Validation



of the most important validation tests

performed and is where you must trust

your operators.  Operators must be

trained in basic crimp theory, as they are

your first-line of defense in the valida-

tion of crimps.  They may need eye-

loops, microscopes, magnifying glasses,

and good lighting for this task.  Visual

inspections of crimps can include all of

the following: conductor brush pres-

ence, conductor brush length, conduc-

tor strands cut, conductor strands not

captured by the crimp legs, correct bell-

mouth on the wire crimp, proper insula-

tion placement, terminal roll, terminal

twist, terminal damage including locking

lances, crimp leg closure for both con-

ductor and insulation crimps, and prop-

er length cut-off tabs.  Some of these fea-

tures are subjective, so you should

ensure that your operators are consis-

tent in the way they visually inspect

crimps.  Terminal manufacturers may

offer basic crimp theory training and

visual aids.  For example, you can obtain

a visual aid poster from TE Connectivity

by going to www.te.com and searching

for part number 65780-4 or ‘Crimp Qual-

ity Guidelines’(Figure 1).

Measuring the crimp height is a long

standing measurement for non-insulated

terminals that helps to ensure that the

crimp will perform to the specifications

prescribed by the terminal manufactur-

er.  This measurement is done using

hand held crimp height micrometers, a

bench crimp height measurement sta-

tion, or a crimp height measuring station

on a Lead maker.  Bench or machine

mounted measuring stations are more

repeatable as using hand held crimp

height micrometers takes some finesse

and practice.  This is another training

opportunity for your operators that can

make or break the quality of the crimps

you produce.   During this training you

want to confirm that the operators are

measuring the crimp height at the cor-

rect position on the wire crimp barrel

and are consistent with this position.

Most terminals have internal serrations

that have a subtle effect on crimp height

as it is measured along the crimp body,

so consistency in the position of the

micrometer is important.  Measuring the

crimp height is typically performed dur-

ing system setup, but it should also be

checked periodically during larger pro-

duction runs as any thermal expansion

slowly causes terminators to change

their physical characteristics thereby

affecting crimp height.  Crimp monitors

(such as the TE CQM-II) that calculate

the crimp height in real-time can detect

this subtle change and automatically

notify the operator.  

Another test that is commonly per-

formed is wire crimp pull out force.  It’s

used to validate the mechanical proper-

ties of the crimp.  This test uses a piece

of equipment that has the proper crimp

grips and wire clamps for this purpose.

Numerous manufacturers make pull out

force testers that are either manual or

motorized.  It’s important to note that

the pull out force test is done only on

the wire crimp and not the insulation
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ice and product. Our customers need to
look no further than BURNDY for all their
connector, tool, and accessory needs with
our BURNDY Engineered Systems of coor-
dinating dies, connectors and tools. The
three elements have been specifically
designed to work together and engi-
neered to meet stringent, accepted quali-
ty standards – providing the user com-
plete confidence in the integrity of the
connection.

Contact BURNDY at 47 E. Industrial Park
Drive, Manchester, NH, 03109. Call Cus-
tomer Service at 1-800-346-4175, or visit
our website at www.BURNDY.com

Wire Ties, Accessories Complement
Cabinet and Tools

Phoenix Contact now offers wire ties
and accessories to complement its Cabi-
net add-on and TOOL fox cable manage-
ment product range. Cable ties are avail-
able in a wide variety of options, includ-
ing stainless steel, UV-resistant, heat-resist-
ant and identifiable ties. Bases, rivets and
loops round out the offering.

The ties have tapered edges to prevent
damage to wires and protect the hands of
the installer. A round tip provides faster
initial threading and speeds installation,
and also makes it easy to pick up the ties
from flat surfaces.

The tensile strength ranges from 18 to
243 pounds, depending on the tie’s
width. Versions are available for harsh out-
door and high-temperature environments.

The WT-HF plastic cable binders for
standard applications have UL Recogni-
tion.

Phoenix Contact develops and manu-
factures industrial electrical and electronic
technology products that power, protect,
connect and automate systems and
equipment for a wide range of industries.

Phoenix Contact GmbH & Co. KG,
Blomberg, Germany, operates 50 interna-
tional subsidiaries, including Phoenix Con-
tact USA in Middletown, Pa.

For more information about Phoenix
Contact or its products, visit www.
phoenix contact.com, or call technical
service at 800-322-3225, e-mail
info@phoenix con.com.
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VIDEOJET® Introduces Next 
Generation 1550 and 1650 
Ink Jet Printers 

Videojet Technologies Inc., a manufac-
turer of coding, printing and laser marking
products, fluids and accessories for the
product identification industry, intro-
duced two next generation printers to its
reliable 1000 Line – the 1550 and 1650 ink
jet printers. Designed with new features to
promote productivity and profitability, the
1550 and 1650 ink jet printers provide
metrics to measure availability as well as
the tools to measure and improve uptime
and Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE).  Simple to operate, the 1550 and
1650 also include Code Assurance fea-
tures to help reduce coding errors and

ensure the right code is printed on the
right products. 

With an innovative design to provide
customers with high Availability for pro-
duction lines and the right metrics to track
it, the Videojet 1550 and 1650 printers
reduce unplanned downtime through fea-
tures like the patented CleanFlow™ print-
head and Dynamic Calibration™ ink flow
system. Designed to resist ink build-up
that can lead to a shutdown, both the
1550 and 1650 possess an auto-cleaning
function, meaning there are less frequent
printhead cleanings and positive flow of
filtered air for more reliable, clear and
consistent codes, even at the end of long
production runs. The unique printhead
design and long-lasting core minimizes
planned downtime due to long intervals –
up to 14,000 hours – between planned
routine maintenance cycles.

The 1550 and 1650 ink jet printers also

help customers measure Uptime by pro-
viding OEE Availability metrics.  The Avail-
ability measure is also configurable to
more closely reflect how customers oper-
ate production lines and measure Avail-
ability across their plant. 

“Every company strives for 100 percent
production line uptime. A recent survey
by Videojet of customers representing
over 400 1000 Line printers on active pro-
duction lines showed an average 99.9
percent Availability in the previous
month.1 Videojet’s 1550 and 1650 ink jet
printers allow customers to shrink down-
time and expand Availability,” said Dennis
Howe, vice president of business man-
agement for Videojet.

Beyond providing an Availability met-
ric, users need to be able to identify and
eliminate the major root causes of
unplanned downtime to improve it.  The
Videojet 1550 and 1650 printers present

downtime information in a logical way to
support efficient and effective problem
solving.  The printer enables drilling into
Availability data to help discover technical
and operator causes of downtime. Under-
standing root cause is critical to imple-
ment and achieve sustainable process
improvements.

Coding errors are common – codes
that are one digit off, dates that don’t
exist, codes on wrong products, typing
errors. These mistakes can mean waste,
rework, regulatory fines and potential
damage to a manufacturer’s brand. Oper-
ator error is the most prevalent cause of
coding mistakes. The Videojet 1550 and
1650 possess Code Assurance features to
foolproof and help prevent mistakes,
keeping customer production lines pro-
ductive and ensuring brand integrity.

The Videojet 1550 and 1650 are
designed for limited and simple interac-

tion so users can focus on
production. Operators can
access all common opera-
tions in five touches or less
on a large, bright touch-
screen interface. The 1550
and 1650 help provide
improved control of job
parameters and efficient,
productive line manage-
ment. In addition, the
Videojet Smart Cartridge™
fluid system eliminates
waste, mess and mistakes,
and when it’s time for
planned maintenance, the
1550 and 1650 modular
core system is easily
replaceable – getting cus-
tomers right back to pro-
duction quickly and effi-
ciently.

“We’re dedicated to
continuously work toward
reducing the frequency and
length of both planned and
unplanned downtime so
our printers are performing
at maximum ability and
readiness,” said Howe. “By
designing our equipment to
be more available, simplify-
ing and minimizing equip-
ment interaction and making
information more action-
able, we have created a
coding and marking solu-
tion that delivers the maxi-
mum level of uptime avail-
able on the market today.”

For more information
about the Videojet
1550/1650 printers and
Videojet 1000 Line, call
800-843-3610 or visit
http://www.videojet.com/
usa/Videojet_1000_ line_ink
_jet_printers.

Marsh Electronics 
Proudly Celebrates 
75 Years in Business

There have been many
changes since 1937. But, the
dedication, commitment
and category expertise of
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crimp.  You may have to carefully open

the insulation crimp without damaging

the conductors before performing this

test.  As with other parameters, the

acceptable pull out force for the termi-

nal and wire combination can be

obtained from terminal manufacturers,

industry specifications, or customer

specifications. Forces do vary signifi-

cantly between these specifications.

The specification may dictate the pull

rate, thus requiring you to use a motor-

ized pull out force tester that has a con-

sistent rate.  Both manual and pneumat-

ic actuated testers can produce less con-

sistent measurement results.    

A more recent and extensive inspec-

tion method is to perform cross section-

ing of the terminal, also known as micro

sectioning.  It requires a costly piece of

equipment to properly prepare the

crimped terminal and take the measure-

ments.  Several manufacturers make

equipment that can perform the prepa-

ration task that includes: cutting the ter-

minal, polishing the cut end, and an elec-

trolytic etching or dying to enhance the

contrast of the polished cut end.  You

will also need a digital microscope to

view the cross-section.  Some of these

systems include microscopes, comput-

ers, and custom software thus providing

you the tools necessary to take the

measurements.  As with measuring the

crimp height, it’s important to make the

cross-section at the proper location.  If

you are off by a little bit, you may be sec-

tioning the terminal where there is an

internal serration and, therefore, you will

not be able to make the proper measure-

ments.   In addition, incomplete polish-

ing can give the appearance of cracks in

the terminal and improper etching or

dying can make it more difficult to focus

on the specifics of the crimp.   To avoid

these issues, start by closely following

the recommendations of the equipment

manufacturer.  You may also need to

experiment to determine the optimum

process for each crimp.

Visual inspection of the cross-section

image is one way to start the validation

process.  By visually inspecting a cross-

section, you should be able to identify

crimp symmetry where you want to see

a fairly equal distribution of strands

across the terminal as well as a signifi-

cant compaction of the strands.  Voids

are permissible in some specifications as

long as all of the strands show evidence

of compression, but other specifications

do not allow any voids in the cross-sec-

tion.  You can also quickly assess if the

wings touch the inner walls, if there is

extreme ram-horning of the legs with no

strands captured, open legs at the top of

the crimp, legs folded back over itself

and/or cracked or broken terminal

stock.  So, as with the various visual cri-

teria for the outside of the crimp, there

are almost as many items to look at

inside the crimp.

Now let’s look at the measurements

you can take of a terminal cross-section

(refer to figure 2).  These detailed meas-

urements in this figure come from TE

application specification 114-18022.

The measurements are easy to perform

with the software tools included with

the cross-sectioning equipment.  Crimp

Height (CH) is measured as long as the

terminal is sectioned at the correct loca-

tion.   Measuring the crimp height in this

manner is also more repeatable than

using a hand held crimp height microm-

eter.  Crimp width is a feature that

should be consistent and in control

between different crimpers of the same

part number.  It can be looked at in two

ways in the cross-section: the crimp

width (CB) being the tool dimension of

the crimp profile that denotes the dis-

tance of the tangential points of the

crimper radius to the vertical segment,

and the measureable crimp width

(CBm) that is obtained at the bottom of

the crimp.   Prior to the introduction of

cross sectioning only the measurable

crimp width was easily performed.   The

following measurements are not possi-

ble without the use of a cross-section.

The support angle (SA) is measured at

the crimp barrel seam formed by the

two legs.  An excessive nonsymmetrical

roll in the crimp barrel legs can cause

the support angle to deviate from verti-

cal and exceed the specification.  Along

with the support angle the other meas-

urement specific to the legs is the sup-

port length (SL) or support height.  This

is the length of the crimp barrel seam

and it must be sufficient to fully close

the crimp.   The crimp barrel legs cannot

touch the inner bottom or be rolled to

the extent where it touches the inner

wall of the crimp barrel.  In some speci-

fications the tip of the leg known as

flank end distance (R) or face end clear-

ance must remain a minimum distance

from the inner bottom of the crimp.

With a cross-section it is also much easi-

er to inspect the flash or burr.  The flash

height (GH) and flash width (GB) must

not exceed specified dimensions.

Excessive flash can damage subsequent

operations such as inserting a crimped

terminal into a sealed housing.   Exces-

sive flash can be an indicator of worn

tooling, misaligned tooling if the flash is

primarily to one side, or over crimping.

Measuring the bottom thickness (SB) of

the crimp barrel stock can also be an

indicator of an over crimped terminal.

And, lastly, with a cross section and the

software, you can measure the com-

paction of the strands or the crimp area.  

The cross sectioning system also

allows you to evaluate the insulation

crimp much better than an overall visu-

al inspection.  With it you can make a

better assessment on how much of the

insulation is actually in contact with the

insulation legs, whether the tips of the

legs penetrate the insulation and

whether the tips penetrate and damage

the conductors, which is not permitted

in any specification.    

It takes a lot of time and effort to pro-

vide a quality crimp.  One way to help

your crimping process on bench termi-
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• Designed to collect wires up to 12 feet in length

• Lightweight, portable, adapts to fit most wire 
cutting equipment

• Greatly reduces the labor involved in handling 
long wires

• Designed and built for millions of trouble-free cycles

• Can be run either (left to right) or 
(right to left) direction

• Wire Collectors can be put in tandem for longer 
length wires

• Swivel lock casters standard

• Stainless steel guard and tray

• Can be activated directly from the wire cutter 
or as a stand-alone unit

• Height adjustable from 24 to 42 inches

• Standard Collector lengths
(WC 1000 TT - 10 FT.)  (WC 500 TT - 5 FT.)

CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR WIRE CUTTING NEEDS!

(315) 794-0161
wiresystems@verizon.net

2288 Graffenburg Road
Sauquoit, New York 13456

(315) 794-0161
E-mail: wiresystems@verizon.net

Continued from page 31 _____________

The Methodology of
Crimp Validation



nation equipment and lead makers is to

use Crimp Quality Monitoring, CQM,

also known as Crimp Force Monitoring.

In real-time these systems monitor the

forces of the crimp and, in some cases,

the physical displacement. They use

mathematical algorithms to evaluate the

crimp signature and decide the condi-

tion of the crimp.  After they are calibrat-

ed or learn the crimp process, they con-

tinuously evaluate each crimp and are

able to detect a variety of crimp failures

such as missing wire strands, insulation

in the crimp, sudden changes in crimp

height, damaged crimp barrels, missing

terminal, no wire in the crimp, and

wrong size conductors.  The TE CQM-II

also offers the ability to calculate the

crimp height in real-time during the

process, an added benefit for your

records.  Of course the success of any

crimp monitor depends on several fac-

tors including the stability of your entire

crimping process, which we initially dis-

cussed, and the percentage of force to

crimp the wire verses the terminal, also

known as headroom.  If you have a slop-

py crimping process, bad tooling, or are

running too small of a wire for the termi-

nal, a CQM crimp monitor will not help

you very well.  You must have an in-con-

trol process and sufficient headroom for

a CQM crimp monitor to do its job.

So for you to provide quality crimps,

you have much to consider with respect

to your crimping process and validation.

You’re not alone in these tasks, and there

are a lot of resources and all types of

training available to help you improve

your crimping process.  Just contact

your terminal manufacturer or equip-

ment manufacturer and get started.
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(Figure 2)



everyone at Marsh Electronics have
been unwavering since the compa-
ny’s founding. Proudly celebrating its
75th anniversary, Marsh Electronics
remains focused on delivering the
highest quality products, service,
and best value to its customers. For
more than seven decades, this phi-
losophy has helped the company
grow into a regional leader, distribut-
ing a wide range of electronic com-
ponents and solutions throughout
the North Central United States. 

“It’s really pretty humbling to look
back on how far this company has
come,” said Jim Banovich, vice pres-

ident of sales and marketing for
Marsh Electronics. “Of course, our
evolution and continued growth
wouldn’t have been possible with-
out the effort of our employees and
the dedication and support of our
loyal customers. We send heartfelt
thanks out to everyone who has
stood behind us over the years. All
of us at Marsh are proud to have
been around for 75 years and we’re
certainly excited as we look ahead to
the next 75 years and beyond.”

Today, Marsh Electronics is a
broad line stocking distributor offer-
ing electronic components from
leading manufacturers of passive,
electromechanical and power semi-
conductor products. The company’s
willingness to stock inventory tai-
lored to its customers’ specific
needs, as well as Marsh’s unique
ability to provide customized man-

agement programs, have helped
position the company as a trusted,
single source for a diverse array of
electronic components.

“Through the years, we’ve certain-
ly come to value the critical impor-
tance of having the right systems and
procedures in place,” Banovich said.
“But, we’ve been careful to also
never lose sight of how important it is
to have the right people here. At
Marsh, we believe in developing
long-term relationships and we work
hard to be the most welcoming,
convenient, and cost-effective part-
ner.”

For further information visit
www.MarshElectronics. com. or call
800-236-8327.

SumiMark SM-CM
Printable Marker Tags

SumiMark SM-CM (Print-
able Marker Tags) are flat,
irradiation cross-linked,
polyolefin labels used for
identification of large
cables and harnesses. These
environmentally resistant,
flame-retarded polyolefin
tags provide superior relia-
bility with minimal waste
and a low installed cost.
SumiMark SM-CM tags are
applied to cables or wire
bundles with standard
cable ties.

Product Features:

• Continuous design
results in low waste -

• Resistant to abrasion,
fluids, lubricants and sol-
vents

• Print quality to Mil.
spec standards -

• UV stable -

• Sizes: 1/4" and 1/2"
printable area -

• Colors: White and Yel-
low -

Application Features:

• Tie-on manually or with
gun.

• Perforated spine allows
for easy removal and kitting
process.

• Suitable for cable or
harness retrofit where no
damage to or removal of
existing    components is
desired.

• Ready for immediate
application after printing.
No permatizing or curing
required.

For further information
contact SumiMark, 915
Armorlite Dr, San Marcos,
CA 92069. Phone (800) 758-
3515 or email customerser-
vice@sei
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WIRE HARNESS ASSEMBLY STATIONS
Designed for the ergonomic assembly of wire harnesses

Surfaces tilt and adjust up and down
Holds boards from 24” x 24” up to 48” x 96”.

Two models to choose from — Electric or Manual adjust
Adjustable front lip holds boards from .250” to .750”.

The Leading Edge in
Modular Ergonomics

10 Avco Road
Haverhill, MA 01835

Ph: 800-739-9067
Fx: 978-374-4885

www.1proline.com www.industrialworkbenches.com
E-mail Bench@1proline.com

Continued from page 36 _________
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Products. 
Technology. 
Services. 
Delivered Globally.

L
ike many suppliers, Anixter

receives frequent inquires from

customers regarding the envi-

ronmental, health and safety characteris-

tics of the products we carry. These

inquires are most often the result of

Government regulations that ban or

limit the use of certain substances in

commercial products in various parts of

the world. This Wire Wisdom provides a

summary of three key regulations that

apply to products used in the European

Union. Because many OEM wire and

cable products sold by Anixter in North

America and elsewhere are ultimately

used in the EU, compliance with these

regulations (called “directives” in

Europe) is essential for many of our cus-

tomers.

RoHS and WEEE
The RoHS and WEEE directives

(Directives 2011/65/EU and

2012/19/EU) are two European Union

regulations that require the elimination

of certain heavy metal and bromine sub-

stances from electrical and electronic

equipment since July 1, 2006. RoHS

(sometimes pronounced as “roe haas”) is
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R U S S T E C H Engineering Co. Inc.�
 

DON'T LET UNSEATED CONTACTS  
MONKEY AROUND  

WITH YOUR HARNESS PROFITS!

• Fast, Safe and Easy to Use 
• Test Both Pins and Sockets 
• Pre-set and Non-Adjustable 
• Easy To Certify and Failsafe 
• Cannot Damage Connector 
• Audible and Physical Feedback

Contact Retention Testing  
 The Right Way With The RUSSTECH 

RTCRT    Test Tool And Test Kits

STOP COSTLY CONNECTOR REWORK 
With the increasing complexity of 
today's wiring systems, one unseated 
contact in a connector can mean, at 
the very least, costly field repair or 
worse, complete mission loss.  Use our 
proven RUSSTECH  RTCRT series 
rentention testers and test kits. Add a 
contact retention test process to your 
system at the point of connector 
assembly. Find unseated contacts 
before your CUSTOMER does!�

®

www.russtechengineering.com
e-mail: russtengr@aol.com    Ph: (949) 472-0880
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In every issue of Wiring Harness News Anixter will bring you 

informative articles about wire and cable technology.

Substance Maximum Amount 
Permitted in Parts per 

Million (PPM)

Lead  (Pb) 1000

Cadmium  (Cd) 100

Mercury  (Hg) 1000

Hexavalent Chromium  (CrVI) 1000

Polybrominated Biphenyl (PBB) 1000

Polybrominated Diphenyl Ether (PBDE) 1000

Table 1
Additional information on the RoHS and WEEE directives can be found on
the Internet at ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/rohs_eee/index_en.htm or
ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm.



an acronym for “Restriction of Haz-

ardous Substances” and WEEE (rhymes

with “flee”) stands for “Waste Electrical

and Electronic Equipment.”

Together, the two directives are

intended to promote the recycling of

electrical and electronic equipment by

reducing their hazardous substance con-

tent. To that end, these directives limit

the use of six substances as shown in

Table 1 (page 42).

Of the six regulated substances, lead

is the only one that is commonly used in

the wire and cable industry. Lead oxide

(litharge) is sometimes used in cable

insulation and jacket materials such as

PVC (polyvinyl chloride), neoprene, EPR

(ethylene propylene rubber) and CPE

(chlorinated polyethylene) to improve

electrical performance in wet condi-

tions as well as to improve other proper-

ties. However, because of the many envi-

ronmental regulations banning or con-

trolling the use of lead, the industry has

successfully found acceptable lead-free

alternates. In many cases, lead-free alter-

nates are made with materials such as PE

(polyethylene), XLP (cross-linked poly-

ethylene), PP (polypropylene), FEP

(Teflon[1]) or ETFE (Tefzel[1]). These

materials are inherently RoHS compliant

unless additives are introduced into

them. Many currently “leaded” materials

can also be reformulated to be lead-free

at a reasonable cost and without signifi-

cantly degrading performance.

End of Life Vehicles (ELV)
The ELV directive (Directive

2000/53/EC) is aimed at increasing the

recyclable content of vehicles manufac-

tured or sold in the European Union.

ELV is an abbreviation for “End of Life

Vehicles.” This directive only applies to

components used in automotive vehi-

cles– such as automotive wire and cable.

It went into effect July 1, 2003, and bans

or limits the use of lead, mercury, cadmi-

um and hexavalent chromium. As a rule

of thumb, XLP (cross-linked polyethyl-

ene) insulated automotive wire such as

SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers)

types SXL, GXL and TXL comply with

this directive. However, PVC insulated

automotive wire types such as GPT, TWP,

SGT and SGX may contain lead and may

not be compliant unless specifically

requested in purchase specifications.

This directive limits the use of the four

substances shown in Table 2.

Summary
The growing need for products that

are free of potentially hazardous sub-

stances is likely to continue. In the case

of wire and cable products, they are usu-

ally already available, will soon be avail-

able or are available by special order to

replace products that no longer comply

with increasingly strict Government reg-

ulations around the world.

For more information, contact your

local Anixter sales representative at

1.800.ANIXTER or visit anixter.com.
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Substance Maximum Amount 
Permitted in Parts per 

Million (PPM)

Lead  (Pb) 1000

Cadmium  (Cd) 100

Mercury  (Hg) 1000

Hexavalent Chromium  (CrVI) 1000

Table 2
Additional information on the ELV directive can be found on the internet at
ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/elv_index.htm.



General Cable and Dow Inside
Alliance Introduces Empowr® Link+
Medium-Voltage Cable

General Cable and Dow Electrical &
Telecommunications (Dow E&T), a busi-
ness of The Dow Chemical Company
(NYSE: Dow), are pleased to introduce
BICC® Brand EmPowr® Link+, an enhanced
tree-retardant cross-linked polyethylene
(TRXLPE) insulated medium-voltage cable
that sets the new standard for reliability
and asset management.

This powerful General Cable―Dow
Inside alliance brings together two long-
standing innovators with more than two
centuries of combined technical expert-
ise. General Cable and Dow are commit-
ted to providing valued solutions to cus-
tomers by combining advanced materials

with advanced manufacturing. EmPowr
Link+ underground medium-voltage cable
offers longer service life and the potential
for a lower total system cost, offering
peace of mind now and for decades to
come for consumers and utilities alike.

EmPowr Link+ utilizes DOW
ENDURANCE™ HFDC-4202 EC next-gen-
eration insulation compound, which offers
enhanced dielectric performance with
improved water tree-retardant technolo-
gy, and is coupled with advanced con-
ductor and insulation shield technologies
that help reduce electrical stress and
enables easier accessory installation over a
broader temperature range. These com-
ponents, combined with exceptional
material processing and state-of-the-art
cable manufacturing capabilities, deliver a
medium-voltage cable proven to provide
extended cable life over existing TRXLPE
cables.

“Backed by the General Cable―Dow
Inside alliance, EmPowr Link+ delivers reli-
able power that allows our utility cus-
tomers to lower operating costs and
ensure an expected system lifespan in
excess of 40 years,” said Jay Lahman, Vice
President and General Manager of General
Cable’s Electrical Utility Business.

Through Class 10,000 clean room mate-
rial handling and 100 percent new-gener-
ation optical pellet inspection, EmPowr
Link+ compounds avoid contamination
that can adversely impact performance
and service life. General Cable’s true triple
extrusion dry cure technology and state-
of-the-art computerized process controls
further prevent exposure to contamination
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EmPowr Link+ medium-voltage
TRXLPE insulated cables
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and moisture ingress while ensuring con-
sistent quality and reliability.

“Working together, Dow and General
Cable are driving innovation forward and
establishing new standards for reliability
that improve the total system economics
and offer enhanced peace of mind
throughout the value chain,” said Kim Ann
Mink, Ph.D., Business President, Dow Elas-
tomers, Electrical & Telecommunications.

EmPowr Link+ medium-voltage TRXLPE
insulated cables meet or exceed industry
standards and specifications while offer-
ing proven extended cable life as demon-
strated by extensive wet aging compar-
isons and time-to-failure ACLT testing. For
more information, email
empowrlink+@generalcable.com or call
1.888.222.6584.

General Cable headquartered in High-
land Heights, Kentucky, is a global leader
in the development, design, manufacture,
marketing and distribution of copper, alu-
minum and fiber optic wire
and cable products for the
energy, industrial, specialty
and communications mar-
kets. For further information
about General Cable visit at
www.GeneralCable.com.

Dow Electrical &
Telecommunications, a
business unit of The Dow
Chemical Company
(“Dow”), is a leading global
provider of products, tech-
nology, solutions and
knowledge that sets stan-
dards for reliability, longevi-
ty, efficiency, ease of instal-
lation and protection that
the power and telecommu-
nications industries can
count on in the transmis-
sion, distribution and con-
sumption of power, voice
and data.  For more informa-
tion, visit
www.dow.com/electrical.

More information about
Dow can be found at
www.dow.com.

ESD Safe Hand Tools
Meet ANSI and DOD
Specifications

A complete line of
ergonomic cutters and pli-
ers that feature static dissi-
pative hand grips and con-
form to ANSI/ ESD.S20.20
and DOD-HDBK-263 speci-
fications is available from
Xuron Corp. of Saco, Maine.

Xuron® ESD-Safe Cutters
& Pliers are ergonomically
designed, made from highly
alloyed steel, and feature
static dissipative hand grips
and Light-Touch™ return
springs.  Producing a clean,
square cut without spikes,
the cutters come in several
head styles and employ
Xuron®’s Micro-Shear® by-
pass shear cutting action
which is easier to squeeze
than compression cutters.

Featuring the same con-
struction as the cutters,
Xuron® ESD-Safe Pliers are

offered in 10 head styles for crimping,
forming, and bending wires and leads
including the Tweezer-Nose™ model for
precision PCB work.  Suitable for electron-
ics assembly, production, and field repair

applications, these static-safe tools hand
grips exhibit 106-109 ohms surface resis-
tivity.

Xuron® ESD-Safe Cutters & Pliers are
priced from $14.25 (sugg. list), depend-
ing upon model, and manufactured in the

U.S.A.  A catalog and pricing are available
upon request.

For more information contact Xuron
Corp., 62 Industrial Park Road, Saco, ME
04072-1840. Phone (207) 283-1401 or Fax
(2078) 283-0594. Visit www.xuron.com
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Xuron® ESD-Safe Cutters & Pliers Serving the
Wire Harness Industry for Over 30 Years

www.bluevalleycapital.com



Modular Power/Signal Connector 
Maximizes SWaP Reduction

Positronic Industries is proud to
announce the addition of an 8.20mm
low-profile version to the popular Scorpi-
on power/signal connector series. The
Scorpion product is unique for three key
reasons: 1) Its modular tool design allows
for a nearly limitless variety of customer-
defined contact arrangements; 2) The
molding process yields a one-piece insu-
lator; and 3) The customer can define the
connector width as long as the maximum
envelope of 101.00mm is not exceeded.

Due to the modular tooling, customers
can achieve optimum size, weight and
power by configuring a power/signal

connector from a wide selection of mod-
ules. In the low-profile version, the mod-
ule options include size 12 contacts, size
20 contacts, size 22 contacts and
blanks/spacers. Contacts are rated up to
55 amps for size 12, 12 amps for size 20
and 3 amps for size 22 contacts. Contact
resistance values are as low as 1 milliohm
for standard conductivity contacts and
0.7 milliohms for high conductivity con-
tacts. The blanks/spacers allow the user to
space power and signal contacts to tailor
creepage and clearance values to meet
design criteria. Contact terminations
include board-to-board, board-to-cable,
cable-to-cable, and panel mount
options. Additional features/accessories
include ventilation slots in the connector
housing, integral blind mate system, inte-
gral locking system, float mounts, panel
mount clips, and board locks. The Scorpi-
on Series is the solution to maximize
power throughput and minimize space
claim.

For more information about the Low
Profile Scorpion connector visit
www.connectpositronic.com/scorpion.

Information on the full Positronic con-
nector line can be explored by visiting
our web site at www. connectpositron-
ic.com/products.  To locate the nearest
Positronic sales office, visit www.con-
nectpositronic.com/contact/sales_offices.
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Extreme Frigid Flex Cable 
Meets Arctic Temperature and
Flexibility Requirements for
Marine Shipboard Applications

Northwire is pleased to announce
the release of Extreme Frigid Flex
cable. As the next generation in
Marine RIG wire and cabling, Extreme
Frigid Flex is ideally suited for the
demands of a wide range of marine
based applications, including off-
shore and fixed oil rigs, marine ves-
sels and offshore structures.

Extreme Frigid Flex Cable is an
ideal solution for custom Marine
Shipboard RIG Cable applications.
Unlike other marine wire and cable
on the market, Extreme Frigid Flex

offers:

• Superior bend flexibility across
the temperature range of -60°C to
105°C

• 1,000 hour weatherometer com-
pliance

• Optional shield, over-braid, foil
and composite designs allow for full
cable customization

• Available distribution ratings for
300 volt signal, 600 and 1,000 volt
control and low power distribution

• Oil resistant to marine stan-
dards, weld slag, water and UV

• Flexibility for retractile cable
applications

• Wide gauge range of 22-2 AWG

• Meets REACH and RoHS2 com-
pliance standards

• UL 1309, CSA 245, IEEE 1580
and American Bureau of Shipping
(ABS) compliant

Due to its flexibility and durability,
Extreme Frigid Flex cable is uniquely
suited to applications in cold cli-
mates where space is limited, relia-
bility is mandatory and high perform-
ance is required.

As with all stock and custom
cable orders, Northwire provides
quotes within 24 hours for Extreme
Frigid Flex cable orders, rapid cable
prototyping and shipping and no
minimums. Northwire also offers
expert advice on custom cable solu-
tions for connectors, assemblies and
harnesses.

For more information, or to
request a quote for Extreme Frigid
Flex cable, contact Northwire at 
1-800-468-1516 or email cablein-
fo@northwire.com. Visit www.north-
wire.com.

Marsh Electronics 
Celebrates 75 Years 
in Business

There have been many
changes since 1937. But, the
dedication, commitment
and category expertise of
everyone at Marsh Electron-
ics have been unwavering
since the company’s found-
ing. Proudly celebrating its
75th anniversary, Marsh
Electronics remains focused
on delivering the highest
quality products, service,
and best value to its cus-
tomers. For more than seven
decades, this philosophy
has helped the company
grow into a regional leader,
distributing a wide range of
electronic components and
solutions throughout the
North Central United States. 

“It’s really pretty hum-
bling to look back on how
far this company has come,”
said Jim Banovich, vice
president of sales and mar-
keting for Marsh Electronics.
“Of course, our evolution
and continued growth
wouldn’t have been possi-
ble without the effort of our
employees and the dedica-
tion and support of our
loyal customers. We send
heartfelt thanks out to every-
one who has stood behind
us over the years. All of us at
Marsh are proud to have
been around for 75 years
and we’re certainly excited
as we look ahead to the
next 75 years and beyond.”

Today, Marsh Electronics
is a broad line stocking dis-
tributor offering electronic
components from leading
manufacturers of passive,
electromechanical and
power semi-conductor
products. The company’s
willingness to stock invento-
ry tailored to its customers’
specific needs, as well as
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WIRE CODING WIPERS
1/2” & 1” Dia in silicone, foam & felt

Also 1-3/16” Dia gum rubber scrubbers.
For complete list & prices go to

WWW.EICWIPERS.COM
Tel: 619-303-7924
Fax: 619-303-7925

Same Day Shipping Ask for Pete
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Marsh’s unique ability to provide cus-
tomized management programs, have
helped position the company as a trusted,
single source for a diverse array of elec-
tronic components.

“Through the years, we’ve certainly
come to value the critical importance of
having the right systems and procedures
in place,” Banovich said. “But, we’ve been
careful to also never lose sight of how
important it is to have the right people
here. At Marsh, we believe in developing
long-term relationships and we work hard
to be the most welcoming, convenient,
and cost-effective partner.”

For further information visit
www.MarshElectronics. com. or call 800-
236-8327.

WireMasters Expands With a West
Coast Regional Location

WireMasters has recently expanded its
operation to include a new warehouse
facility located in Mesa, Arizona.  Over the
past several years, WireMasters has recog-
nized strong customer demand and has
experienced consistent growth within the
Western United States, Western Canada
and Mexico.  The opening of the Mesa
location will allow WireMasters to
improve services provided to the West
Coast Region, while raising their pres-
ence within the aerospace industry. For
25 years WireMasters has endeavored
to exceed customer needs and
enhance customer satisfaction for it’s
over 6,000 customers worldwide.

“WireMasters focuses on exceeding
customers expectations”, said David
Hill, President and CEO of WireMasters.
“By establishing the Mesa location, we
will be able to continue and accelerate
our growth trend in the Western
Region.  In addition to the new Mesa
facility, we have added Ryan Barnhart
as the National Account Manager for
the West Coast Region. With a degree in
Electrical Engineering and his experi-
ence in the aerospace industry we feel
he will be a great asset to the WireMas-
ters team and the Mesa location.”

November 2012 will mark the open-
ing of the Mesa location. Located at
5456 E. McDowell Road, the 10,000
square foot warehouse will stock
approximately $1 Million dollars worth
of Mil-Spec wire, cable, connectors,
and tubing available for same day ship-
ments. 

Founded in 1988, WireMasters Inc.
is a leading international distributor of
high performance and high tempera-
ture military specification wire, cable
and associated accessories. The com-
pany’s headquarters in Columbia, Tenn.
warehouses millions of feet of wire and
cable inventory. For more information
visit www.wiremasters.net.

IEWC Announces Changes to 
Sales and Marketing Leadership
Positions

IEWC has restructured several areas
of its sales and marketing leadership,
including the expansion of its U.S. divi-
sion from three operating regions to
four, as the company continues to
position the business for dynamic
growth.  

Mike O’Donnell has transitioned

from Vice President of North American
Sales to Senior Vice President of Global
Sales.  In this position, Mike will work col-
legially with IEWC’s country leaders and
sales representatives around the world to
ensure the company continues to offer
products and services into the OEM and
Sub-Assembly markets in a highly focused
and orderly manner.  Mike will report to
Paul Bryant, EVP & CCO and be based out
of the Milwaukee head office location.

Mark Christie has transitioned from Vice
President of Wire Management Products to
Vice President of Sales, US Division.  In this
position, Mark will champion the sales ini-
tiatives for IEWC’s four sales regions in the
USA.  Mark has done a nice job of working
with both supplier contacts and customer
contacts over the past 4 years to firmly
establish IEWC’s wire management prod-
ucts and services in the marketplace.  Mark
will continue to oversee the ongoing
growth of that activity within the USA as
part of his newly expanded responsibili-
ties.  Mark will report to U.S. Division Pres-
ident, Kyle Spader and be based out of
the Milwaukee head office location.

JR Dubovick has transitioned from his

leadership role in Aerospace & Defense to
Regional Sales Director of the East Region
of the USA that includes the geography
bounded by New England, Maryland,
Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, Michigan, West Virginia, Kentucky
and Ohio.  Over the past six years JR has
successfully transitioned the Aerospace
and Defense Business into the mainstream
activities of the company.  JR will continue
to provide insight and support internally
as the aerospace and defense initiative
becomes a market vertical activity housed
within IEWC’s Marketing Department.  JR
will be responsible for the sales responsi-
bilities of both the Cleveland and Boston
Sales Offices, report into Mark Christie and
be based out of the Boston location.

Jim Clarke will redirect his primary
focus as Regional Sales Director of the
South Region which will include the sales
activities of both the Greenville, SC and
Dallas Sales Offices.  Jim will also report to
Mark Christie and operate out of his cur-
rent Charlotte, NC location.

Joe Crum has recently joined IEWC as
Marketing Director.  Prior to joining IEWC,
Joe held various positions during an 11

year period with Direct Supply including
Senior Director of Product Management.
Since joining IEWC, Joe has established
several new Product Manager positions to
maintain IEWC’s current product portfolio
and champion the growth and develop-
ment of various market verticals, including
Aerospace & Defense, Wire Management
Products and Audio & Broadcast.  Joe will
report to Paul Bryant, EVP & CCO and be
based out of the Milwaukee location. 

Christie Vick has recently assumed the
position of Product Manager, Aerospace &
Defense and will report to IEWC’s Market-
ing Director, Joe Crum.  Christie joined
IEWC in 2011 and has made several signif-
icant contributions within the marketing
group that include product portfolio man-
agement, enhanced product introduction
processes and functioning as a liaison
between suppliers, sourcing, inventory
management and sales.  Christie is located
at IEWC’s head office facility in Milwaukee.
IEWC is a global supplier of wire, cable
and wire management products, with dis-
tribution centers strategically located
throughout the world. 
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Ty-Rap® Polyester-Coated 
Stainless Steel Ball-Lock 
Cable Ties

Ty-Rap® Polyester-Coated Stainless
Steel Ball-Lock Cable Ties from Thomas &
Betts provide greater safety than other
stainless steel cable ties by featuring a
low-smoke, halogen-free polyester coat-
ing, which releases fewer toxins if burned.
Additional safety features include rolled
edges on the strap, which eliminates the
risk of damage to cables and injury to
installers.

The polyester coating also provides the
cable ties, constructed of marine-grade
316 stainless steel, with additional protec-
tion against corrosion, including corrosion
from contact with dissimilar materials, as
well as against
impact, abrasion
and cracking. Ty-
Rap® Polyester-
Coated Stainless
Steel Ball-Lock
Cable Ties also are
resistant to
extreme tempera-
tures, with an
operating range of
minus 40 F to 302
F (minus 40 C to
150 C).

“These cable
ties add an extra
level of safety,
while operating
under continuous
exposure to
extremely harsh
environments,”
said Chad Smith,
director, product
management at
Thomas & Betts.
“These products
are ideal for the
demanding appli-
cations of offshore
drilling rigs, petro-
leum refineries,
shipyards and
chemical process-
ing plants. The
unique design fea-
tures and materials
also reduce risks
to personal safety
and cable integri-
ty.”

As with all Ty-
Rap® stainless steel
ball-lock ties, Ty-
Rap® Polyester-
Coated Stainless
Steel Ball-Lock
Cable Ties feature
a pointed tail to
enable fast and
easy insertion and
a low-profile ball
in a wedge-
shaped head that
locks the tie
securely in place.

For more information about Ty-Rap®

Polyester-Coated Stainless Steel Ball-Lock
Cable Ties from Thomas & Betts, visit
www.tnb.com and look for Ty-Rap® on the
"Brands" tab, or call (800) 238-5000.

Thomas & Betts Corporation is a global
leader in the design, manufacture and
marketing of essential components used
to manage the connection, distribution,
transmission and reliability of electrical
power in utility, industrial, commercial,
and residential applications. With a port-
folio of more than 200,000 products mar-
keted under more than 45 premium brand
names, Thomas & Betts products are
found wherever electricity is used.
Thomas & Betts’ headquarters are in Mem-
phis, Tenn. For more information, please
visit www.tnb.com.
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Besides owning Genco, Dombrock,

64, operates his Waukesha accounting

and financial services firm, which he

started in 1991. For 15 years he handled

the accounting for Genco when it was

owned by Fred Gearing, who bought the

business in 1980. It was started in 1975

in nearby New Berlin, Wis., initially spe-

cializing in kitting parts for GE Medical,

now GE Healthcare.

When Gearing wanted to sell Genco,

Dombrock decided to buy it. He and his

wife Laura own 90 percent, and some of

their friends own 10 percent. Although

he is the president, he primarily over-

sees the finances and is not involved in

the day-to-day operations, leaving them

to Lusic.

Before Genco, Lusic worked six years

at Pepin Manufacturing in Lake City,

Minn. The firm with 30 employees made

disposable medical products and laun-

dry care items and had three divisions.

He worked in all three, growing each by

$1-2 million from the ground up. 

Lusic’s previous stint was 20 months

at a Trane commercial HVAC sales office

in La Crosse, Wis., handling marketing

communications. He received a market-

ing degree from the University of Wis-

consin – La Crosse in 1999 with an

emphasis on sales and promotion.

A week after Lusic started at Genco-

he was faced with eliminating Genco’s

second shift and its 10 employees

because of the major customer’s depar-

ture. He stated that he realized his action

compromised the trust he tried to estab-

lish in the staff members while address-

ing them on his first day on the job.

Lusic wanted to instill a focus on

Genco’s customers. “I came from the

sales arena where we believe the cus-

tomer pays the bills and we do what we

do for the customer,” he said. “But when

I came on board the culture was not cus-

tomer-centric but employee-centric. For

some at Genco it wasn’t ‘What can we

do for the customer?’ It was ‘What can I

get out of the company?’ 

“The company exhibited good prod-

uct margins, but it was covering up inef-
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ON TIME.  UNDER BUDGET.
This is what we promise to our customers.  We have over 
50,000 items in stock to ship same day, including all of 

the harness components you need most from the quality 
manufacturers you trust.

We have a knowledgeable & friendly team that offers  
unparalleled customer service & over 40 years of experience.  

Experience that helps us find you the connector, wire, terminal, 
loom or shrink tube to meet your exact specifications.

For more information or to receive a FREE copy of our 2013 catalog 
contact us at:

800-989-9632    Sales@TerminalSupplyCo.com    www.Go2TSC.com
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Dave Hajdaz assembles one of Genco’s custom box build assemblies.



ficiencies,” Lusic said. “W were top heavy

and overstaffed at the time, an didn’t

have the sales volume.” He was willing to

re-assign people to different positions

and change policies, too.  

“Getting buy-in to our philosophy

from everybody was key,” Lusic said. “We

knew we had to earn their trust. Some

employees saw Steve’s purchase as a

breath of fresh air because they saw

change was needed. Others liked the old

way, so there was some turnover. Eventu-

ally people saw the direction we were

heading to be successful, make money

and grow the business.

“It was a challenging first two years,”

Lusic said. “The 2009-10 recession could

have put us out of business if we had not

laid the groundwork in 2007 and ’08.

Today everybody works hard here and

understands their role. Nobody is micro-

managed. People take pride in what they

do and are all pulling in the same direc-

tion.”

Sales for 2012 totaled $5 million, and

Lusic predicts they will increase this

year approximately 10 percent. Growth

has been 10-20 percent the last three

years. The recession caused a 15-percent

drop.

“We built the business back up after

losing the large customer in 2006 and

then losing volume in the recession,”

Lusic said. “At the peak in the 1990s the

sales were $8-9 million, but this was a

whole different company then, and

there were higher margins on products.

It is healthier now because of the

processes, people and culture. We are

more confident we will be here 15 years

from now than we were in 2006-07.”

Lusic and the Genco staff always have

had Dombrock’s support. “Risk has

never scared him that much,” Lusic said.

“Once he believes in people, he puts his

trust in them. He believes that with the

right people they can turn it around.”

In addition to Dombrock and Lusic,

guiding Genco is a management team

consisting of: Scott Klotz, production;

June Campbell, purchasing; Larry Gillis,

quality; Julie Howard, office and cus-

tomer service; Tim Kohman, engineer-

ing; Kari Lusic (Paul’s wife), human

resources; and Jesse Gonzales in cus-

tomer service; Diane Hughes, inventory

and Rita Steffens in quality.

Genco’s production consists of 40
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OEM AC 
POWER CORDS
Custom Built To Your Specifications

QUESTIONS
Design Phase? 
OEM Powercord Needs? 
Quick Turns, No Minimums?

ANSWERS
Stay Online - OEM Division

REAL-TIME
Configuration / Pricing / Order

DON’T WORRY
No minimum order and
24 to 48 hour turnaround

WE USE
QUALITY PARTS
including Hubbell

COVERING YOUR OEM AC POWER CORD NEEDS SINCE 1987       WWW.STAYONLINE.COM       (888) 346 - 4688

Power Connectivity Products

         

Power Connectivity Products

 

WE USE
ATY PPAALIUQ

including HubbellPower Connectivity Products

 

WE USE
TSAR

including HubbellLead QC Inspector Rita Steffens is performing a functional and voltage mon-
itoring test on an assembly with a Genco designed and built piece of test
equipment.
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percent cable assemblies, 30 percent

wiring harnesses, 20 percent electro-

mechanical assemblies and box builds

and 10 percent wire processing. All

orders are custom, and 70 percent are

shipped to customers in the Midwest,

primarily in southeastern Wisconsin.

Other customers are throughout the

United States and in India, Mexico,

China, UK, and The Netherlands.

The most basic cable assembly is for

Harley-Davidson in Milwaukee for motor-

cycle diagnostics and performance tun-

ing. A complex cable measuring 40 feet

and having multiple breakouts could go

on a piece of farm equipment that

weighs grain to determine crop yields. 

A simple wiring harness contains two

pins for an industrial oven. A complex

harness has 30-40 breakouts for a gener-

ator made by Generac in Waukesha.

GE Healthcare, which has several

facilities in the Milwaukee metropolitan

area as part of the company’s worldwide

operations, is Genco’s first, largest and

longest-term customer. Among many

other parts made for GE Healthcare,

Genco makes a simple electromechani-

cal assembly that is used in x-ray

machines. A larger, more complex assem-

bly is a turnkey piece of test equipment

for a university that has over 200 com-

ponents.

Products for the medical industry

comprise 40 percent of Genco’s vol-

ume. Industrial products rank second at

30 percent, and agricultural, transporta-

tion and miscellaneous are 10 percent

each. 

Genco has approximately 100 active

customers, and a group of key accounts

has been with Genco more than 15

years. Customers produce such things as

military aircraft, battery storage cabinets

for alternative energy, wash fountains,

hydraulic lifting devices for industrial

use and computer equipment.

Genco fulfills orders between one

and 10,000 pieces, averaging 100-500. All

are made in Waukesha except the five

percent of harnesses and subassemblies

with high labor content produced by a

subcontractor in Mexico. 

The highest-priced items are intricate
electromechanical assemblies in fabri-
cated metal or molded plastic housings
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PRECISION
WHEN EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS
AMP 3K/40 and AMP 5K/40 Terminators are the latest in the 
series of precision machines for terminating wire using reeled 
terminals and contacts.

TE Connectivity’s only obligations are those stated in TE’s General Terms and Conditions of Business (http://www.te.com/aboutus/tandc.asp). TE expressly 
disclaims any implied warranty regarding the information contained herein, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for 
a particular purpose. © 2013 All rights reserved. TE Connectivity (logo), TE Connectivity and EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS are trademarks.

Produced under an ISO 9001 Certified Quality System

Open architecture for design flexibility
 
Finer incremental crimp height adjustment
 
One applicator platform
 Two styles with 3 feed options; 
 Mechanical, Pneumatic and Servo

A wide range of optional equipment is available to meet your specific      
application requirements. By offering features such as tool-less precision 
crimp height adjust, a CQM II capability, batch counter and a work light as op-
tions, the AMP 3K/40 and AMP 5K/40 can be tailored to the specific appliction    
requirements without inflating the price for unwanted features.

Call your TE Connectivity sales professional at 888-777-5917 or 
1-717-810-2080 for more information.

http://tooling.te.com/bench_equip.asp
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STORMTRONICSSEMI-AUTOMATIC WIRE TWISTING SYSTEMS

MINI-TWISTER II
• Automatic Programmable Counter

• Air Pressure Gauge & Regulator
• Variable Speed & Reversible

• Automatic Batch Counter
• Foot Switch Activated
• Repeatable Accuracy
• Rugged Construction
• Automatic Resetting

• Low Maintenance
• Simple Operation
• Custom Adapters

NOW… 
a low cost, highly reliable 
wire twisting system designed 
and built to meet your specific needs.

THE MELLO COMPANY, INC.
P.O. Box 29301 • Dallas, TX 75229

PH: 214-350-7377 FX: 214-350-0521
www.themellocompany.com 
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Lauren Wilson does a short and continuity test on a harness assembly.



with harnesses, cables and printed cir-
cuit boards. The box builds cost
between a few hundred and a few thou-
sand dollars. Although the largest piece
is 4x5 feet, the average size is a hand-
held item.

Production is according to lean man-
ufacturing, which was undertaken in
November 2007. 5S methodology also is
used. “We did a complete re-layout of the
production floor for more efficient
material movement,” Lusic said. “We
‘found’ 25 percent more space in the
plant. A quarter of the production floor
is used as a temporary cell for projects
with lots of parts that have to be spread
out. That area is empty when it is not
used for special projects.”

Equipment has been purchased from
Artos, Schleuniger, Komax, Amp/Tyco,
Cirris and Molex. More cable-processing
and testing equipment is being consid-
ered, as is a machine for overmolding.

Approximately 65 regular suppliers
serve Genco, and an equal
number is used occasional-
ly. Contract pricing is in
place with key suppliers,
and Genco keeps a score-
card on each supplier. 

“We expect a lot from
our suppliers, just as our
customers expect a lot
from us,” Lusic said. “Each
supplier must go the extra
mile long term for pricing,
delivery and communica-
tion. Communication is so
key to running a business
efficiently. A supplier say-
ing ‘I don’t know’ or ‘I’ll get
back to you’ and who does
not leaves us in a position
we don’t want to be in.”

Genco has ISO
9001:2008 certification
and is UL recognized and
follows IPC A-610 and IPC-
WHMA A-620 standards.
They have helped to result
in a parts-per-million
defect rate of 1,066 in
2012. Continuity testing is
done as often as possible.

Production is carried
out in a building construct-
ed in 1991. Originally
3,000 square feet, the facil-
ity received a 12,000-
square-foot addition in
1993 and 3,500 more
square feet two years later.
Lusic said 30-40 percent
more business could be
accommodated before fur-
ther expansion is neces-
sary.

To increase sales, Lusic
is hiring a salesperson and
an estimator in the near
future. Lacking someone
else to handle sales the
past two years, Lusic has
done it with support from
his two customer service
associates and estimating
department. “Because my
background is in sales, I
enjoy working with cus-
tomers and fulfilling their
needs,” he said. “It’s fun, but
it’s a challenge keeping up
with everything else. I
need to get back to work-
ing on the company rather
than in the company to see

where our needs are for 2014 and
beyond.”

Lusic stated that Genco’s emphasis is
on customer communication and overall
customer satisfaction. “That is what is

driving us,” he said. “We track all metrics
for delivery and quality and bring them
to meetings with our customers. It’s a
matter of pride that we have a retention
rate of 95 percent with our customers.”

For more information, call 262-548-
8890, e-mail genco@genco-industries.
com, fax 262-548-8891, visit www.
genco-industries.com or write 209
Wilmont Dr., Waukesha, WI 53189.
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Genco’s day to day management team Larry Gillis, Julie Howard, Tim Kohman, Jesse Gonzales, Kari Lusic, June
Campbell, Paul Lusic, Scott Klotz.



SEA Wire and Cable, Inc. 
Announces Promotion

SEA Wire and Cable, Inc., a leading Mil-
itary/Aerospace Wire and Cable distribu-
tor, announced the promotion of Chase
Layton to Operations Manager effective
January 1, 2013.  Chase will be responsi-
ble for warehouse and daily operations
for SEA.

"Through his hard work and dedication,
Chase has proven to be valuable asset to
the SEA management team. We expect
Chase's commitment and quantitative
skills to prove to be a key component in
SEA's future growth. Chase will provide
that critical vision to help shape our tacti-
cal and strategic plans" said Marty Clark,
President and COO of SEA.

Chase started with SEA working sum-
mers to help finance his college expenses.
After graduating from University of Ala-
bama in 2008, Chase joined the sales
organization where he honed his skills and
learned the basics of the business. Chase
is currently graduating with his MBA from
University of Alabama Huntsville with
emphasis on operations management.  In
addition to providing support to the
warehouse over the past several months
leading to new programs, systems, and
efficiencies - he has also been instrumen-
tal in technology updates with new ERP
P21 system.

SEA specializes in supplying wire,
cable, tubing, termination sleeves, cable
ties, EMI/RFI backshells, and other cable
assemblies for the most demanding elec-
tronic applications. To provide fast service
and to meet a wide range of client needs,
the company currently stocks over 11,000
items and 50 million feet of wire in its
modern 88,000-square-foot facility.

Russtech Engineering Receives Gold
Boeing Performance Excellence

RUSSTECH Engineering Co., Inc.
announced that it has received a 2012
Boeing, Gold Level, Performance Excel-
lence Award.  The Boeing Company issues
the award annually to recognize suppliers
who have achieved superior performance.
RUSSTECH Engineering Co., Inc. main-
tained a Gold performance composite
performance rating for each month of the
12-month performance period, from
October 1, 2011 to September 30, 2012. 

This year, Boeing recognized 594 sup-
pliers who achieved either a Gold or Silver
level Boeing Performance Excellence
Award. RUSSTECH Engineering Co., Inc. is
among 153 suppliers to receive the Gold
level of recognition.

This is RUSSTECH’s sixth consecutive
Performance Excellence Award and our
third Gold. RUSSTECH joins a unique club
of only 16 Boeing suppliers to achieve this

consistent level of performance out of the
23,000 companies in the Boeing global
supply base. 

RUSSTECH Engineering Co., Inc. is a
leading specialist manufacturer/ supplier
serving the aerospace, military, transporta-
tion, and electronic industries. Founded in
1974, RUSSTECH is known for an innova-
tive approach to design and manufactur-
ing solutions.

RUSSTECH is an innovator in quality and
reliable Aircraft Electrical Components.
We hold FAA / PMA for many current pro-
duction and legacy aircraft programs with
a focus in flight deck switching, light dim-
ming controls, windshield heating termi-
nations, encapsulated diodes, resistors,
flexible bus assemblies, extruded terminal
track, and hardware. 

RUSSTECH Engineering Company., Inc.
entered the IFE market with our infLite® line
of light weight, EMI rated, composite Back

Shells for D-Sub connec-
tors. This innovative product
is less costly and up to 50%
lighter compared to com-
petitive metal systems and
is EMI rated to 10GHz.

RUSSTECH Engineering
Co., Inc. offers Connector
Tooling Solutions, advanc-
ing the art with many
ergonomic, efficient and
patented designs. As an
example, our RTCRT™
patented Contact Retention
Test Tool and associated
process has become an
industry standard, greatly
improving connector relia-
bility and first time quality.

RUSSTECH maintains a
quality system that is ISO
9001:2008 / AS9100 REV C
registered. All products are
manufactured in California.       

.

In the Black: 
WAGO 2060 Series

A new, black housing for
WAGO Corporation’s 2060
Series SMD Push-Button Ter-
minal Block helps ensure
correct LED device wiring.
Offered as a 1-pole unit (2-
and 3-pole upon request),
the black housing provides
on-board “+” and “-” color-
coding when paired with
light gray 2060 Series
blocks. 

Beyond clear inputs/out-
puts, the new block also
offers WAGO-exclusive
push-button terminations to
streamline LED device
assembly, e.g., downlights. 

The new housing also
supports higher-temp
applications, such as high-
output, outdoor LED fixtures
for roadway and stadium
lighting. 

The black 2060 Series
features the same ratings as
its UL/cUL Recognized sib-
lings — 600 V (1-pole), 250
V (2- and 3-pole) and 9 A
nominal current (all mod-
els). 
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2060 Series’ push-button terminations
are a labor-saving alternative to hand-sol-
dering PCB leads. Push-buttons also per-
mit wiring error correction — no costly
scrap/rewiring. 2060 Series accommo-
dates the broadest range of solid/strand-
ed conductors (AWG 24–18) within one
unit — even tinned, top-coated or pre-
bonded ones. 

LED applications include: recessed
luminaires, emergency lighting and sig-
nage. Just 4.5mm high, 2060 Series also
serves electronics requiring low-profile
SMT components, such as alarms and
HVAC controls. 

WAGO is a leader in spring pressure
connection technology that eliminates
loose wires resulting from vibration and
temperature cycling, while providing
highly reliable, corrosion-resistant and
maintenance-free connections. Products:
DIN-rail, PCB and chassis mount terminal
blocks; signal conditioners; the WAGO-
I/O-SYSTEM and more.

For more information, visit www.wago.
us. Contact WAGO at 1-800-DIN-RAIL

Catamount® Twist Tail® Cable Tie Wins 
Innovation Showcase Award

The Catamount® Twist Tail® Cable Tie
from Thomas & Betts was recognized with
an Innovation Showcase Award at TESS-
CO Technology Inc.’s Innovation Show-
case, a trade event held in Baltimore.

TESSCO Technology Inc., a Thomas &
Betts distributor, provides products and
services for the construction, operation
and maintenance of wireless and broad-
band communications and data systems.
The event drew more than 50 vendors and
more than 500 attendees, most of whom

were contractors, buyers and specifiers in
government, fossil fuel, rail and transit,
internet service provider and retail indus-
tries. The awards were determined by a
poll of the attendees. 

“The Catamount® Twist Tail® Cable Tie
allows the removal of the excess tail with-
out the use of tools, which substantially
reduces installation time.” said Chad
Smith, director, product management at
Thomas & Betts. “All the installer needs to
do is grasp the excess tail between his
thumb and forefinger, bend it in the other
direction and twist. It’s also safer, as
removal of the tail doesn’t leave sharp
edges.”  For more information about Cata-
mount® Twist Tail® Cable Tie, visit
www.tnb.com/contractor/docs/cata

Kappa Cut-and-Strip Machine Speeds
Wire Processing

Advanced sensor technology gives the
new Kappa 322 from Komax a powerful
advantage for easy cable setup and
changeovers without tools. Even difficult
to process materials can be setup quickly.  

The Kappa 322 carries a patented swiv-
el technique in the wire drive allowing for
different processing positions. The

machine is designed for a wide variety of
special applications, or the separation and
processing of inside wires in multi-pole
cables.

The intuitive touch-screen and integrat-
ed user prompts make it extremely easy to
operate. Plus, the Kappa 322 covers a
broader processing range than ever
before with a diversity of available solu-

tions, including inkjet, part list production
and networking options.

For more information contact Komax
Corporation. 1100 E. Corporate Grove
Drive, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089/USA.
Toll-Free: 1-888-GO-KOMAX (1-888-465-
6629). Phone: 1-847-537-6640. Fax: 1-
847-537-5751. Web Site:
www.komaxusa.com
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ESCUBEDO TP SERIES
LOW INSERTION FORCE QUICK CONNECT TERMINALS

STANDARD OR POSITIVE LOCKING
HEADLAMP PROGRAMS FOR - H1  H4  H7  PY21  PY24

.110” (2.8mm) .187” (4.8mm) & .250” (6.3mm)
STRAIGHT OR FLAG STYLE WITH CONVENTIONAL B CRIMP

CUSTOM ALLOYS AND PLATING AVAILABLE 
FOR EVERY APPLICATION

UL AND cUL CERTIFICATION AND EXTENSIVE OEM APPROVALS 
ALWAYS ROHS COMPLIANT

Get a High Quality Connection

 

East Penn Manufacturing is 
recognized worldwide as a state-of-
the-art manufacturer of the finest 
wire and cable products. Our products 
meet rigid quality and performance 
standards, which include Underwriters 
Laboratories (UL), Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA), Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE), and are 
RoHS compliant.

East Penn’s facility has been certified 
to ISO 9001:2008, ISO/TS 16949:2009, 
and ISO14001:2004 Management 
System Standards to assure customers 
a high quality connection with 
premium wire and cable products.

Primary Wire  
SXL/GXL Cross-Linked Wire 

 Starter Cable 
UL/CSA 1015 Machine Tool Wire  

Jacketed Auto-Plex Wire  
UL Listed 1426 Boat Cable 

Bonded Parallel Wire 
Trailer Lighting Cable 

Welding Cable 
Dual Booster Cable 

MADE IN

USA

ALL WIRE

Get a High Quality C
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ALL WIRE

USA
MADE IN

ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Insulators of Electrical 

Wires & Cables

www.atlaswirecorp.com

9525 River Street 4705 S. Coach Drive
Schiller Park, IL 60176 Tucson, AZ 85714

(847) 678-1210 (520) 747-4500
(847) 678-1281 fax (520) 747-5800 fax

info@atlaswirecorp.com tomatlas@worldnet.att.net

� ISO 9001:2000 Certified � Lead & Hook Up Wire

� Facilities in Illinois & Arizona � 125C & 150C Cross-Link

� Huge Inventory of Conductor � UL & CSA

� Customized Print & Packaging � MTW

� Striping (Spiral & Extruded Line) � Building & Fixture Wire

� Bonding & Twisting � Military

� Drum Pack � Automotive/Marine

� Small Min. Order Quantities � Nylon

� Short Lead Times � Speaker Wire

ATLAS WIRE CORPORATION
Registered to ISO9001:2000

Certificate No. A4894

Kappa 322 Strip and Cut Machine



If you have an event you would like to have listed here, send it to Marilyn Magowan
marilynmagowan@yahoo.com

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NEPCON Malaysia Penang International Sports Arena (PISA)
June 10-12, 2013 Penang, Malaysia
NEPCON Malaysia is the single largest sourcing ground for PCB/SMT, testing & meas-
urement, components, semiconductor and support services sectors in Malaysia, well
recognized by the electronics industry as the most effective marketing and business
platform for international suppliers, local and regional buyers. For further informa-
tion contact Reed Exhibitions Sdn Bhd Tel : +65 6780 4576 Fax : +65 6588 3779 
Email: nepcon@reedexpo.com.my  Website: www.nepcon.com.my

wire Russia 2013 ZAO Expocentr Exhibition Centre
June 25-28, 2013 Krasnaya Presnya (Moscow), Russia
General economic conditions are improving for the Moscow wire/Metallurgy-Lit-
mash, Tube Russia and Aluminium/Non Ferrous trade fair duo: despite the extremely
tough economic climate of recent years, the metallurgy, wire and cable sectors are
viewing the future with relative optimism, thanks to an ongoing increase in invest-
ment in Russia. Many sectors rely on products from the wire, cable and wire-process-
ing industry, essential as they are for transmitting electrical energy, electronic data,
or mechanical forces. In order to meet increased product requirements, machinery
and plant is needed that can adapt to a whole range of specifications, while contin-
uing to offer the same high degree of production quality with a minimum consump-
tion of resources. As a result, the current modernization requirement of the country's
overall economy is enormous.  Against this background, the cutting edge technolo-
gies provided by international companies is full of business expansion opportunities
within the wire and cable industry. For further information contact Messe Dussel-
dorf North America, tel. 312-781-5180 or fax 312-781-5188. Email
info@mdna.com or visit www.mdna.com.

Semicon West/Intersolar Moscone Center
July 9-7, 2013 San Francisco, CA
SEMICON West attracts more than 30,000 professional attendees representing the
leading global technology companies, including IDMs, foundries, fables, contract
packaging and test houses, OEMs, materials manufacturers, components and sub-sys-
tems companies, and many others. Visitors come to see the latest products and tech-
nologies, meet with and learn from technologies and technical experts, and source
solutions that enable them to advance their own product development and move
their ideas and businesses forward. For further information visit www.semicon-
west.org.

Quality Expo McCormick Place Lakeside
September 10-12, 2013 Chicago, Illinois
Quality Expo is the leading quality show and conference that provides hands-on
access to the newest tools and broadest array of technologies to help you ensure
quality, reduce costs, streamline your process, and deliver the value your customers
expect. See the Latest Products: gages, quality software, calibration, CMMs, data col-
lection, electronics test, non-contact inspection...and much more. Meet Over 300 Top
Suppliers who know and serve your industry: automotive/aerospace, electronics, fab-
ricated metals, industrial machinery, medical/surgical instruments, plastics/rubber
...and more. Stay Current in Your Field with the latest technical training for manufac-
turing professionals. The Quality Expo Conference features key sessions covering
quality management, principles, tools and practices. Spend Time Face-To-Face With
Technical Experts who are ready to discuss your specifications and requirements
and help solve your quality challenges. Produced and Managed by UBM Canon,
2901 28th Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Tel: 310/445-4200  Fax:
310/996-9499. Visit: www.canontradeshows.com

wire Southeast Asia Bangkok Trade & Exhibition Centre (BITEC)
September 17-19, 2013 Bangkok, Thailand
wire Southeast ASIA will continue to be Southeast Asia's leading trade fair for the
wire, cable, fiber optic, spring and fastener industries, and has become an important
platform for those who seek to find and to keep in touch with the opportunities
available in Asia. Premiered in 1995 in Singapore, wire Southeast ASIA is the regional
version of wire Düsseldorf, the world's no. 1 trade fair for wire and cable. wire South-
east ASIA is established as the most effective and efficient forum to gain access to the
markets of southeastern Asia. More and more serious buyers from this important
region are congregating at at this biennial event in search of wire and cable technolo-
gies, wire manufacturing and wire finishing machinery, spring making and fastener
machinery. For further information contact Messe Dusseldorf North America, tel.
312-781-5180 or fax 312-781-5188. Email info@mdna.com or visit
www.mdna.com

Cable & Wire Turkey CNR Expo Center
September 19-22, 2013 Istanbul, Turkey
Exhibiting cable & wire, cable accessories, cable realignment, and electrical insula-
tion materials. For further information contact: 90-0212-465-74-74/3227, email:
re.koc@cnr.net, or visit www.cnrexpo.com

PCB West 2013 Santa Clara Convention Center
September 24-26, 2013 Santa Clara, CA
All the major design software providers are here, and scores of topnotch board fab-
ricators and assemblers are represented. We see a real trend whereby OEMs are
reconsidering their outsourcing strategies, and in many cases moving product design
and build back to North America. The Silicon Valley remains the world's most vibrant
electronics engineering community. For 21 years, PCB West has been the best place
in the Silicon Valley to extend that community. For further information visit
www.pcbwest.com

39th TAITRONICS 2013 TWTC Nangang Exhibition Hall
October 8-11, 2013 Santa Clara, CA
The 39th Taipei International Electronics Show will  focuse on Electronic Compo-
nents, Batteries & Power Supplies, LED Components & Applications, Meters & Instru-
ments, Process & Manufacturing, Wires & Cables, Consumer Electronics, Safety &
Security and RFID Equipment & Applications. For further information contact the
Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA) or Taiwan Electrical and
Electronic Manufacturers’Association (TEEMA). E-Mail:taitronics@taitra.org.tw

The Assembly Show Donald E Stephens Convention Center
October 28-30, 2013 Rosemont, Illinois
The ASSEMBLY Show is an event connecting manufacturing suppliers, buyers and
users of assembly equipment in a forum exclusive to assembly technology, equip-
ment and products. At this tradeshow attendees will experience assembly equip-
ment hands-on with large exhibits and working equipment that you can interact
with in-person. Attendees can explore alternative product solutions that are efficient
and cost effective. Attendees can evaluate the latest technologies and products in
custom automated assembly systems, robotics, screwdriving, adhesives, dispensing,
plastics assembly, presses, conveyors, fasteners, packaging, workstations, welding,
vision systems… and much more. For further information visit www.theassem-
blyshow.com

MD&M Minneapolis 2013 Minneapolis Convention Center
October 30-31, 2013 Minneapolis, MN
For 21 years, MD&M Minneapolis has been the trusted resource for what's next in
medical design and manufacturing. Regardless of your particular design and devel-
opment objectives, MD&M offers everything you need to drive your project to the
finish line. For further information visit http://MDMminn.com

Productronica 2013 New Munich Trade Fair Centre
November 12-15, 2013 Munich, Germany
productronica is THE leading trade fair for electronics production. It showcases the
entire value chain for electronics manufacturing– from software to process control,
from technology to applications, and from products to system solutions – under a
single roof. It also focuses on the latest innovative and future-oriented highlight
themes. Take advantage of this added value and profit from the effects of synergy. In
short: productronica is an outstanding gathering for leading German and internation-
al manufacturers and newcomers who give other participants a look at both the
present and the future. For further information email info@productronica.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

Surplus

RAYCHEM

Contact Beulah at Electro Mavin. E-mail beulah@mavin.com

Fax (310) 632-3557
BUY & SELL

Sleeves • Connectors • Contacts  
Tools • Accessories

Huge 

Inventory!!
GreatPrices!!!

crimptools.comcrimptools.com
Check Out Our Newly Designed Website

“Specializing in Crimp Tools & Wire Marking Machines”

� AMP
� Daniels
� Pico
� Raychem

Stocking: Same Day Shipping
� AMP Hand Tools 1000’s
� AMP Hydraulic Crimpers 8-4/0 ga. dies 

250 mcm - 1000 mcm dies
� Daniels Pneumatic Crimpers WA22 & WA27F
� Daniels Hand Crimp Tools & Positioners
� Pico Pneumatic Crimpers 400B HD
� Pico Install & Removal Tools
� Raychem Heating Tools AA400, IR550, HT900B
� Raychem Environmental Crimpers

ALWAYS LOOKING TO ALWAYS LOOKING TO 
BUY OR SWAPBUY OR SWAP

Dakota Electronics Inc.

512-852-8119 • Fax 512-852-8129
crimptools@att.net

��� WANTED ���

We are a midwest wiring harness manufacturing company looking to purchase
a wiring harness business and customer base. We would be willing to work
with the current owner to transfer the business smoothly.

Please respond in confidence to:
Wiring Harness News

PO Box 527 • Richmond, IL 50071
Attn: BB DL#11659

Also looking for companies to subcontract wire harness assembly from.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE  
FOR WIRE HARNESS / CABLE ASSEMBLY

Well established “hands on” personable individual with a very strong industry knowledge
and proven experienced professional contract Sales / Marketing Representative for the
Electrical Wire Harness, Electronic Cable Assembly along with Value Added product
applications. My objective is seeking a long term business relationship with your organi-
zation that is presently challenged with future additional sales growth in your company’s
new business development efforts within the various marketplaces. Please submit your
company’s interest of requirements, whereby we can mutually explore and strategies
these great business opportunities confidentially.

Wiring Harness News • PO Box 527 • Richmond, IL 60071
Attn: DL13263

REPS WANTED
American Manufacturing Technologies Inc., a 7 Mile Solutions company, 
is seeking energetic sales representatives in North America. America 
Manufacturing Technologies Inc. manufacturers the Shrink conveyor
oven and the LEAN Machine production cell computer work stations at
its’ Niles Illinois facility.  

Check us out at www.amti-products.com.

Please contact Thomas E. Hanlon at (847)588-7090 or
email: thanlon@amtiproducts.com

BRAIDERS
NEW & REBUILT

Specializing in New England Butt:

“OUR 25TH YEAR”

• #2 Harness Braiders

REBUILT 
MACHINES

IN STOCK 16-24-32
One Week Ship Time

NEW MACHINES
Four Weeks Ship Time

COMPOSITE & WIRE MACHINERY, INC.
490 Old Baptist Road • No. Kingstown, RI 02852 USA

Tel: 401-884-4760   Fax: 401-885-2499
Email Jack Dennehy at: compositewire@aol.com

www.compositewire.com

Ask About Our New Design 
Drive System
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CLASSIFIEDS

MILITARY PREFIXES

MS3100 - MS3108
MS3400 - MS3456
M3933
M21097
M24308
MS3110 - MS3128
MS3470 - MS3476
MS24264 - MS24266
MS24285 - MS24286
MS20026 - MS27478
M28731
M28748
M28804
M28840
MS27466 - MS27515
D38999
M38999
M39012
M39024
M39029
M55302
M55339
M81511
M81659
M83723
M83733
M85049
MS90555 - MS90558

CONNECTOR DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION
2985 E. HARCOURT STREET

RANCHO DOMINGUEZ, CA 90221

310-632-2466 • Fax: 310-632-5413
http://www.cdc-online.com

Connectors

Contacts

Accessories

BRAIDING 
MACHINES

We Build, Buy & Sell Harness Braiders
We also supply braider bobbins wound with material.

Products and Services
• Braids; Wire and Textile • Bobbin Winding
• Harness, Overbraiding, & Shielding • Buss Wire

Visit www.gladdingbraid.com (315) 653-7211

Thinking About Selling Your Business?
Your business may be worth more than you think.  If you have built a 

successful wire harness business, now may be a great time to profit from your
hard work and investment.  

We are a profitable company with 20 years of experience in the wire harness
industry and positioned to provide capital, financial expertise and operational
support to every purchase.  To preserve your legacy long term, we customize
our offers to suit the owner’s needs and to preserve the company’s entrepre-
neurial spirit. We handle all inquiries with discretion and respect to insure your
key relationships are maintained.  

If you are interested in selling your business, or looking for a life style change,
we are interested in talking with you.

Please reply in confidence to: 
Wiring Harness News

PO Box 527 • Richmond, IL 60071
Attn: BB#dl5084

ALL SIZES, TYPES,  OR QUANTITIES.
ANY CONDITION

BRAIDERS WANTED

Call: Tony Ross, Hamilton Products
Voice: 607-674-2030
Fax: 607-674-9367

E-mail: t_ross@iwgbwd.com

CMS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
“SPECIALIZING IN AMP EQUIPMENT, PARTS, & SERVICES”

Phone:  336-853-7435    Fax:  336-853-1120
jddavis@cmstechnologyinc.com

FOR SALE
AMP “K” PRESSES - $1895.00 & $2195.00

(Remanufactured by factory trained Field Engineer)
Completely reconditioned-- includes work lamp & all fixtures

Shut height set and ready for production-Six months parts warranty

AMP APPLICATORS AMP MTA / IDC TOOLS
AMP HAND TOOLS MOLEX HAND TOOLS
AMP MACHINE PARTS AMP STRIPPER CRIMPERS
MOLEX APPLICATORS AMP APPL. COMMON PARTS

NEW TOOLING FOR AMP & MOLEX APPLICATORS

CRIMPING & WIRE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT--REFURBISHED

EUBANKS MODEL 4600 CUTTER
AMP/TYCO ELT PRESS W/STRIP MODULE

LARGE CABLE STRIPPERS-MECHTRIX MX9000B & MEGAMAT AM2
STARRETT DIGITAL CRIMP HT. MICROMETERS

AMP PISTOL GRIP TOOLS AND HEADS
AMP 2.5 CHAMPOMATOR NEW INSERTERS/PARTS
AMP PNEUMATIC 69010 / 69005 TOOLS & HEADS

WE WILL REPAIR YOUR APPLICATOR IN OUR SHOP

www.cmstechnologyinc.com

SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS & PHOTOS
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American Hakko ....................................................25

AMTI American Mfg & Technologies Inc.............9

Anixter .........................................................................42

Applitek Technologies Corp...................................21

Artos Engineering Company..................................2 

Atlas Wire Corporation...........................................57

Blue Valley Capital LLC..........................................45

Brady USA ..................................................................30

Burndy.........................................................................28

Cablescan....................................................................50

Calendar of Events ..................................................58

CAMI Research, Inc.............................................4, 31

Carpenter Mfg. Co., Inc...........................................43

Cirris Systems Corp..........................................15, 35

Chemence....................................................................57

Chief Supply Inc. ......................................................19

Classified Ads.......................................................59-60

Cobra Braiding.........................................................10

Commission Brokers Inc. ......................................26

Composite & Wire Machinery, Inc.........................3

Daniels Manufacturing Corp...............................22

Delfingen Industry...................................................26

DSG Canusa .......................................................25, 52

Dynalab Test Systems..............................................18

East Penn Manufacturing Co, Inc. .....................57

ECC................................................................................17

EIC Wipers...................................................................48

Electrical Products Sales Corp .............................23

Electronic Connector Corp  ..........................26, 46

Eraser Company, The ..............................................35

Escubedo .....................................................................57

Etco ...............................................................................12

Eubanks .......................................................................7

FlexR LLC ....................................................................30

FreePoint Technologies Inc....................................37

FTZ Industries ...........................................................13

Fuses Unlimited........................................................13

Grayline .........................................................................6

Hamilton Products, Inc ............................................3

Heilind Electronics ....................36, 48, 51, 55, 56

HellermannTyton.....................................................41

Hoffman Products....................................................46

Industrial Wire and Cable Corp..........................46

Imada ..........................................................................44

INSCO ...........................................................4, 6, 8, 10

Insulation Supply ......................................4, 6, 8, 10

Judco Manufacturing Inc. .............................38, 39

JWB Manufacturing, LLC.......................................12

Kingsley Machines ...................................................13

Komax Wire...........................................................9, 64

Lakes Precision Inc..................................................11

Lapp Tannehill .........................................................45

Lone Star Industrial ..................................................6

LTL Tooling & Assembly..........................................11

Mark-10 .......................................................................20

Master Appliance Corp. ..........................................43

Mecal by Starn...................................................39, 53

Mechtrix Corporation.............................................27

Mello Company Inc., The.......................................54

Micro Plastics.............................................................16

Multi/Cable Corp. ....................................................51

National Wire & Cable ..........................................10

Nu-Tech, US.................................................................44

Odyssey Tool...............................................................49

Phoenix Contact .......................................................29

Pro-Line .......................................................................40

Russtech Engineering Co.......................................42

Schaefer Megomat USA Inc...................................40

Schaefer Technologies LLC .......................................5

Schleuniger Inc ...................................................32-33

ShinMaywa ................................................................23

Sonobond Ultrasonics ............................................17

Stapla ...........................................................................24

Strunk Connect.........................................................14

Stay Online.................................................................53

TechLace ......................................................................52

TE Connectivity ...........................................8, 54, 63

Terminal Suppy.........................................................52

Thermosleeve USA. ..................................................19

Wago.............................................................................34

Waytek, Inc.................................................................28

White Products Division (J.R.Greenleaf)..........18

WHMA (Wiring Harness Manufacturers Assoc) ...61

Wire Systems ..............................................................38

DON’T RUIN YOUR PAPER! COPY THIS FORM AND MAIL OR FAX TODAY.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Dear Kathy: 
Yes, keep me informed on the latest trends in the Wire Processing Industry. Please sign me up
for a one-year subscription to Wiring Harness News for $39.00*. (You may fax in your charge
orders to 888-709-8179.)

*Canada & Mexico=$54.00 (U.S.) All other countries=$64.00 (U.S.). 
*Internet Subscription Only=$34.00

Foreign subscriptions must use a credit card or U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.

� Visa � MasterCard � Discover � American Express � Check enclosed.

Card No. _______________________________ Name On Card____________________________________

Exp. Date ___________________________________CVG Code __________________________________________

Name_____________________________________Title________________________________________

Company Name _______________________________________________________________________

Street Address _______________________________ P.O.Box _________________________________

City ________________________________State ______ Zip_________Country __________________

Phone _______________________________ Fax ____________________________________________

Email _________________________________ Internet _______________________________________

Wiring Harness News 
is published bi-monthly.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY
MARCH/APRIL

MAY/JUNE
JULY/AUGUST

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

IMPORTANT... Wiring Harness News has a very large
promotional list which we use on a rotating basis. You
may occasionally receive a complimentary copy of this
paper but a subscription will insure that you receive
every information packed issue.

DON’T DELAY... SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Please make your check payable to Wiring Harness News
MAIL YOUR COMPLETED SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO: 

WIRING HARNESS NEWS, P.O. Box 527, Richmond, IL 60071 OR FAX IT TO: (888) 709-8179
We also offer bulk copy subscription rates – call for rate card.

MAY/JUNE 2013

$3900

My company is involved in the industry as:
(Please check one)

� Wire and/or Fiber Optic Processor, Cable
Assembly or Harness Mfgr.

� Distributor Performing Value-Added Wire
and/or Fiber Optic Processing

� Buyers of Wire and/or Fiber Optic 
Processing Services

� Suppliers to the Wire and/or Fiber Optic
Processor
Supply what? _______________________

� Other (please explain) _______________
__________________________________
__________________________________

� Send advertising rates and circulation
information.

� Send Wiring Harness Manufacturers
Association (WHMA) Information.

ADVERTISERS DIRECTORY

MAY/JUNE

2013
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TE Connectivity’s only obligations are those stated in TE’s General Terms and Conditions of Business (http://www.te.com/aboutus/tandc.asp). TE expressly disclaims any implied
warranty regarding the information contained herein, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

© 2013 All rights reserved. TE Connectivity (logo), TE Connectivity and EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS are trademarks.
iButton is a trademark of Maxim Integrated Products, Inc.

Imagine an Applicator ...
Now Re-Imagine it!

TE Connectivity OCEAN Applicators

Key Benefits
• 25% - Potential for set-up reduction
• 30% - Customer reported tooling life increase
• 60% - Tooling alignment improvement

Additional Benefits
• Extended range of incremental and
tool-less adjustment

• Increased ability to crimp smaller terminals
• Easily configured to bench and
leadmaker applications

• Optional SMART
applicator version
available

Pneumatic Feed

Servo Feed with SMART Memory

Mechanical Feed

Simple Modular Flexible

Learn more at:
tooling.te.com

• •

Call your TE Connectivity sales professional at 888-777-5917 or
1-717-810-2080 for a demonstration of TE’s OCEAN Applicator
Series and see how your manufacturing can improve with its use.

Scan to
learn more!



How strong is your bench?

The Komax Benchtop
Team Covers Coax to
Multiconductor Cable &
Everything in Between!

Our lineup of wire cutting and stripping
machines carries powerful advantages: 
Quick cycle times. Network enabled. Tool-less
changeover setups. Intuitive interfaces, 
including many modeled after the exclusive
TopWin™ software used in Komax fully-
automatic equipment. And much, much more.

Kappa units cover a broad range of processing,
including difficult materials. Cosmic units can
store up to 1,000 different setups for quick
cycle times whether stripping coaxial, multi-
core or standard wires.

To learn more about �elding these 
remarkable machines on your benchtop team,
just contact us.

THE WAY TO MAKE IT 

www.komaxusa.com
ISO 9001
C E R T I F I E D

C E R T I F I E D

Kappa 310

Kappa 322

Cosmic 42RCosmic 927RX

Cosmic 48R

Kappa 320




